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The Green Valley Book Fair keeps customers
coming back for more.
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competing to open for Phil Vasser.

Senor captain lay Woodson is a two-time
Virginia Amateur Champion who dreams of
one day winning PGA tournaments.
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JMU No. 6 activist school in world
SGA's recent ECP battle among reasons chosen by Mother Jones
BY TONI DUNCAN

news editor
JMU was ranked No. 6 out
of the "Top 10 Activist
Campuses" in the world in
Mother Jones magazine, after
students fought with the
Board of Visitors' decisions to
stop the University Health
Center from selling the emergency contraceptive pill.
The magazine said th.it
"activists collected 2,714 signatures in two days, far surpassing the 10 percent needed to
bring a bill to the student senate." It praises junior Krissy
Schnebel's success in collecting
the signatures and the Student
Government
Association
Senate for passing the bill by an
overwhelming 54-o margin
Students also marched to
the office of Harrisonburg
lawyer Mark Obenshain, who

initiated the vote against the
dispensing of ECPs. showing
their active role in protesting
the decision.
"This shows that students
cannot
go
unanswered,"
Student Body President Levar
Stoney said.
Other than ECPs, students
also took an active role during
the war last year.
Students started an Orange
Band Initiative that "was an
idea to promote open discussions about the conflict with
Iraq," according to a March 27
issue of The Breeze.
Students handed out orange
armbands that students wore
showing their support for more
debates on the war; however, it
was not an anti-war movement,
according to the article.
There also were debates on
the war sponsored by the political science department, which

66
This shows that
students cannot go
unanswered.
— Levar Stoney
Student Body President

were largely attended. Last
October, students filled ISAT
room 2301, listening to a panel
discussion on the war with Iraq,
according to an October 28
issue of The Breeze.
An increased number of
students also voted in the
SCA elections last year. Since
riu' voting was moved online
for all the elections, 20 percent
of the student body voted last
year, a large increase from 12

percent of the previous year,
according to an April 14 issue
of T7if Breeze.
The SGA currently is preparing for the Board of Visitors
meeting tomorrow. Stoney and
junior Tim Bnxiks, who is the
student representative on the
board, will be "asking for
reconsideration of [the ECP]
issue," Stoney said.
With new board members
recently appointed, Stoney said
they will present the Bill of
Opinion again, hoping that the
previous April decision will be
overturned.
StniOC Clark Nessolrodt.
SGA director of communications, said students can continue their activism by attending
SGA Senate meetings and by
knpm; m contact with their
representative. He also said stu-
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Graduation
applications
due Oct. 15
BY TONI DUNCAN

news editor
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Board offers car-less
students lift home
BY RACHI

contributing writer
The first trip home after'

iegecanbea n
vith the transo and from I
Home Ride board, located by the post office in Warren Hall,
allows
vith people who live in the same
area. Students requesting rides fill out purple cards with their contton and dates they want to leave
i urn. Students
id often money toward gas,
V cards to hang on pegs on the boards.
Large maps on the wall separate Virginia and other East Coast
states into zones, with a sep i
uirds for each zone
Sophomore Ashli
I she never received a ride home
from anyone last year, so si *
nard it sometimes is to find
portati

Photo drmetattori by AM Y PA I'
Sophomore Meghan Buckhum mis out a card tar the Home Ride board In
Warren HaH. People looking for rtdee or rider, may till out carde and poet them.

Students planning on graduating this May must turn in their
application for a bachelor's
degree to their departmental
offices by Oct.15.
Carrie Moyers of the Office
of the Registrar said that this
date is early in uw year because
the registrar's office "works
with about 2,000 graduation
applications. We answer to them
by spring whether or not they'll
graduate and what to take the
last semester." This gives students enough time to add/drop
a course during the first few
weeks of spring semester.
On the application, students
list courses they currently are in
and ones they plan to take in the
spring of 2004. The registrar
reviews the application to
ensure that the student will be
enrolled in the necessary classes.
If it is determined that a student
is not enrolled in a class they
need to graduate, then the registrar will contact that student,
according to Moyers.
Students need to get their
adviser's signature before turning in the application to the
department offices.
Senior Shawn Ryan said she
just found out that she needs to
get her senior application and
plans to pick it up Friday. "I
haven't talked to my adviser
yet," she said. "I know I need
to do that. I don't even know
what classes I am taking yet."
Senior Athena Stephens said
that she already has picked up
her application. "If s a little confusing," she said. "I need to
meet with my adviser."
Moyers said this year also

see UFT, page 5
see GRAD, page 5

SGA debates about Class Council, new Dell computers
If passed, Executive Council bill would make 16 members one committee
BY ASHLEY MCCLELLAND

SGA reporter
The Student Government
Association Senate debated
two more changes to the house
rules this week and brought
forth two bills that were
approved in the Senate and
will be debated at a later time.
One bill dealt with whether
the Class Council Executive
Board officially could be recognized as a committee If this was
passed, it would be a change to
the SGA constitution,
approved in the Senate, the bill
must be sent to the Executive
Council, and if«» passed there,
it sits for a week.

After that time, it then
would be debated at a constitutional convention, and if
passed then would be added
to the constitution.
The bill would make the
16 executive members of the
Class
Council
one comm i ttee.
"This bill
helps the Class Council stay
integrated with Senate and
stay focused on Class
Council," senior Lyndsey
Walther-Thomas said. "All of
their lime can go to Class
Council and not to Dining
Services (or another commit-

SGA

tee) — not that they aren't
important."
Currently each senator must
serve on a committee, so now
the ( lass I inin.il Executive
Board members serve on a committee within the Senate and
attend several meetings for the
Class Council.
"We are elected by our, laji
so we have a responsibility to
them." |unior Danielle Baukh
said. "We meet with our contin
gency, and we bring their issues
to the Senate. We are a committee, and we want to be recognized as one."
Junior Matt Gray agreed. "I
like this amendment; it makes a
lot of sense," he said. "It helps

them to focus on programming
[for the student body), and it
takes a lot of effort to do that.
Let them do what they were
elected for."
A few senators djtagnad
with making Class Council a
committee "Class Council and
Student Senate are separate
entities.' seiuoi I hns Rist said.
"By making Class Council a
committee, it will make it a part
of the Senate. The Class Council
Executive Board is [made of] AtLarge Senators, and so the\
must attend .1 oommllam*
The l l.iss( 011n.1l I xecutive
Board does serve on one of the
nee SCA. pageS

AMY PATTSSON/muuf ;*«..»nirJi,,

Student Body President Levar Stoney speaks during the
Student Government Association meeting Tuesday night.
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SPORTS

TheMwncn'sResourceCentiTwill host a domestic violence
speaker in Taylor Hall mom .Hlh at 7 p.m. For more information
visit wwu'.jmu.t'duAivttn'iMt-xvine/.

Saturday, Oct 4

In other matters, campus police
report the following:
Possession ol Marijuana
Non-student Michael R Cox Jr..
20, of AltaVista, was arrested
and charged with possession of
marijuana in Eagle Hall Sept 27

Sunday, Oct 5
The University Program Board and Madison International
will be showing the Chinese film "Together" in GraftonStovail Theatre at 7 and 9:30 p.m.

at 4:52 a m
Harassing Phone Calls
A JMU student reported receiving

a:

17
17
17

milting events to the
DAYS Events Calendar:

harassing phone calls in
Fredenkson Hall Sept 26 at
6 p.m. The incident currently is
under investigation.

Contact Stephe

to he published Please try to limit the even! description to no more than "Hi,

FUN FACT

Practicing foe the
upcoming football
game haHUme fleM
•how, members of
the JMU color
guard practice their
spirited routine
Tuesday on the
Duke Had lawn.

WEATHER
Today
Sunny

*

Non-student Jared G Knowles,
20 of West Reading. Pa., was
arrested and charged with
possession ol marijuana and
was issued a trespassing notice
in Potomac Hall Sept. 26 at
9:19 p.m.

The University Program Board and Madison International
will be showing the rrench film "L'auberge Espagnole" in
Grafton-Stovail Theatre at 7 and 10 p.m.

MARC CHOI;
i ataajnpfcf

Friday
Sunny
62/45

POLICE LOG

WXJM will sponsor a rock show featuring Accursed LXiwn,
Brand New Disaster, Infinity Falling and Lex Vegas at 1065 S.
High St. Doors open at 8 pm For more information call K8-3425.

The University Program Hoard and Madison International
will be showing the Iranian film "Haran" in Cirafton-Sto\all
Theatre at 7 and 9:3(1 p.m.

11

Jay Woodson feature
JMU/ViHanova football preview
On the sidelines

Friday, Oct. 3
The University Program Board and Madison International will
be showing the Brazilian film "City of God" in Grafton-Stovail
Theatre at 7 and 10 pm.

The Office of Academic Advising and L.invi I Vwlopment
will sponsor a Law School Expo in the Transitions room of
Warren Hall from 11 am to 2 p.m. For more information
contact Man' Morsch at \S■<■

10
10

Green Valley Book Fair

Thursday, Oct. 2
TheChnsti.in Miulcnt I Dion will meet in its building at ?v30
p.m. The building i> loctttd on ttM COfAtt 01 M.iin Street and
Cantrell Avenue. For more Information r-m.nl ttti/lormc.

The Buddhist Club will meet on the steps of Wilson Hall at
9 p.m. For more inform.ilion e-m.nl 9yd .it favAHBt

LEISURE
Crossword
Horoscopes
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Number of drunk in public
charges since Aug. 25: 20
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An ostrich's
eye is bigger
than it's

brain.
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Research Recognition
A JMU student receives national
acclaim for biology research he
performed over the summer.

NEWS
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"We just wanted to get more of a healthy choice
in for faculty and students."
SHERRY THOMPSON

Mr. Chips store manager
••• Hocy btlow

Puppets portray political conditions for Argentinians

AROUND

Headcount enrollment
reaches record high
JMU's headcount enrollment for the fdlI slightly
increased up to 15,769 this
year, a new record, according
to a Sept. 29 press release.
I.ast year's total enrollment
was recorded at 15,612. Of the
total, 14,683 are undergraduates, 702 are graduate students
and 384 are enrolled in continuing education classes.
The in-state/out-of-state
ratio is 70/30. compared to List
year's 71/29 split The femalemale ratio remained unchanged
from last year at 60/40, according to the press release.
About 15,500 applied for
spots in the freshman class
of 3,385. Including transfer
applications, almost 18,000
applied to |M1 thjl year
New parking lot open
for residents on-campus
A new parking lot is
now open for resident students. The parking is at the
end of Warsaw Street, near
Buffalo Wild Wings.
It has 108 new parking
spots.

BY AMANDA JONES

contributing writer

Songs and a dragon puppet representing private corporations spurred
discussion Tuesday night as a speaker
explained the current and historical
political situations in Argentina.
Graciela Monteagudo, a human
rights activist originally from Argentina,
chose the non-traditional route to present
information about Argentina's human
rights issues and how Argentinians feel
about their government
The lecture, entitled "Economics and
Human Rights in Argentina," addressed
the United States' role in Argentina.
"The United States has never
helped," Monteagudo said.
She said that Argentinian soldiers are
being trained to perform brutal massacres at the School of the Americas, a
military base located in Georgia.
"It's interesting that the U[nited|

S|tates) is fighting a war against terrorism, yet they are training them in
Georgia," Monteagudo said.
Monteagudo also spoke about the
230,000 Argentineans who disappeared
in the 1970s and 1980s. According to
Monteagudo, many pregnant women
during this time were kidnapped and
had their children taken from them to be
given up for adoption.
"I liked how she gave the history
starting with the 1970s because I wasn't
familiar with it." sophomore Katie
McPadden said.
The lecture also included details of how
Argentina sold petrokiim, electric and
rational airline fuel for 10 cents, 5 cents and
3 cents, respectively, in the lale 1990s.
Monteagudo discussed the economic
crash of Argentina in 2001, when banks
froze money after citizens began to lose
their trust in the system.
The country, which had four presidents in the course of two weeks, was

left with over half of the population
below the poverty line, and about one
quarter of its people unemployed,
according to Monteagudo.

— «The United States has
never helped.
—Graciela Monteagudo
human nghls acliusi

95
"I hope that people can understand
how incredible the 2001 [economic]
crash was to the Argentinean peopk',"
junior Pia Economou said. Economou is

see AMNESTY, page 4

Fresh picks at Mr. Chips
'Nutritionally sound'
foods offer convenient,
healthier choices

Hurricane makeup day
scheduled for Oct. 4
Classes missed Sept. 1H ami
19 due to Hurricane Isabel can
be made up Saturday, Oct. 4,
which has been designated as
the official makeup day.
Faculty may hold missed
classes on that day or hold
class at another time acceptable to class members, according to a Sept. 22 press release.
Faculty also may hold class
electronically using a Webbased source like Blackboard
or accommodate for the
missed instructional time
within the remaining class
meeting time.
Students should check
with their individual faculty
members to sec which makeup option is being used for
each class missed, according
to the press release.

BY LEELA PEREIRA

senior writer

Va. library wins award,
saves schools money
RICHMOND — The
Virtual Library of Virginia,
which serves all 39 public and 30
private nonprofit colleges and
universities, was honored Sept
22 with the Cold Governor's
Technology Award in the higher
education category.
The educational consortium has saved state institution-- mure than S100 million,
according to a State Council of
Higher Education for Virginia
Sept. 25 press release.
The award, which was presented at the Commonwealth
of
Virginia
Information
TechntJogy Symposium, recognized "one of the most significant devekipments of any
land in Virginia government"
according to Carl Kelly, chairm.m of the SCHEV, which
overset-. \ 11A

Full-scale investigation
launched on CIA leak
WASHINGTON, D.C.
IKnigltt Riddcr Tribune) — The
Justice Department announced
Sept. 30 a full-scale investigation to determine whether
White House officials leaked
the ruime of a CIA officer in an
attempt to discredit and punish
a k-ading critic of President
George W. Bush's Iraq policy.
Bush ordered his staff to
cooperate, and White House
counsel Alberto Gonzales
din\tni pn-.id.nri.il aides to
save documents and any other
material that might help aWa>
lusttcc DtpaiUuenl

officials held open the possibility that Attorney t ieneral kihn
Ask roll might appoint an
independent sp.vi.il 0DUWSI to
oversee the FBI investigation
\o option- .in' closed,"
department spokesman Mark
C oi.illo said.

a member of Amnesty International, the
group that hosted the event.
Before the crash, Monteagudo
said, Buenos Aires was a city comparable to Paris.
"Argentinians didn't consider themselves Latin Americans because they were
so rich," Monteagudo said. "They had to
realize there was a lesson to be learned."
Several protests were held around
the time of the crash, according to
Monteagudo. These included road
blockades and marches with people
banging on pots and pans.
Junior Kaylea Algire said she
thought the demonstrations were a
good indicator of what Argentinians
were going through during this time.
"It really hit me when she talked about
the pots and pans, because it made me
realize that the empty pots and pans were
all they had," Algire said.
The Argentinian government began

KATHRYN rASTKRI.INFJriMnhimii p/t,*ngniplirr
Freshman India Moorhouse shops at Mr. Chips convenience stors, which now offers several
varieties of fresh, healthier foods.

Biology research wins
national recognition
KfcRRi SAMPLE
contributing writer

BY

As one of the few people to
be nationally selected for the
America
Society
for
Microbiology Undergraduate
Research Fellowship, a JMU
student was selected for his
work in environmental biology over the summer
|unior Ross Haynes was
provided funding for his
work and also will receive a
paid trip to attend the annual
American
Society
for
Microbiology meeting May 23
to 27 in New Orleans to present his work and findings,

icconttngto Hayes.
"It was this aspect of the
fellowship, the travel funds
and opportunity to attend the
national pnih-ssion.il rruvtine,
which made the ASM fellowship such a unique opportuni-

ty for students," said Ivor
Knight, a biology professor.
Haynes was awarded the
felkiwship to continue his work
in environmental biology by
developing methods for capturing delicate plasmids in order to
be able to work with them.
In order to apply for the
award, Haynes had to be a
full-time undergraduate student, conduct research and
have a mentor that is a member of the ASM, according to
ils Web sue. MBaMM
The society is the "largest
single discipline society In the
world,' according to James
Herrick, Haynes' mentor and an
AssisLint professor of biokigy.
The applications were
scored according to several criteria, Knight said. "These
included the student's academic record, achievement in
seeSTVDENT.pagei

Campus surveys indicate that
students and faculty alike
express a desire for Mr. Chips
convenience store to cany more
nutritionally sound items such as
salads and fresh fruit.
In response, Mr. Chips now
stocks healthier options like
sushi, salads and fruit bowls.
"We just wanted to get
more of a healthy choice in
for faculty and students.
Sherry Thompson, manager
of Mr. Chips, said.
According to Thompson, the
decision to add the items to
shelves at Mr. Chips was made
over the summer by Clete
Myers, director of Dining
Services, Joe Erickson, operations director and Thompson.
Fifty surveys were handed out
to student and faculty customers at Mr. Chips.
Mr. Chips then agreed to a
contract with Festival and
Market One, wherein the two
dining halls would prepare
fresh specialties for the convenience store. Each morning, Sam
Hpaga. a Festival employee,
readies the sushi packages for
Mr. Chips. Salads and fruit
bowls are prepackaged by
employees at Market One. All
the new food items arrive at Mr.
Chips at 10:30 a.m.
Once the arrangements
for the addition of the new
items were well underway,
Mr. Chips began promoting
its campus-friendly food
options by inserting advertisements in the table tents at
area dining halls.

So far, the store has been deluged by positive feedback —
especially with regard to the
sushi, according to Thompson.
Freshman Hilary Pauli said
the fresh food items make Mr.
Chips "more convenient
because you can just grab it on
the run. and |the storc| has
convenient hours."
One positive aspect of Mr.
Chips is that fresh fruit and
other items can be purchased
with dining dollars, according to freshman Bevin
Alexander.
The convenience store does
not offer competitive pricing on
the latest food options. All the
items are priced the same as
one would find them in the dining halls. Sushi packages cost
between $4.15 to $7.20. Salads
range from $2.95 to $3.25. Fruit
bowls are $1.10.
"I've seen a lot of people buy
it (the new items)," sophomore
Whitney Salb, a Mr. Chips
employee, said. "It seems to sell."
Mr. Chips hopes that the
inclusion or the items — especially at prices that students
and faculty are accustomed to
— will better serve the campus
through providing one-stop
shopping in a convenient location, Thompson said.
According to Thompson, the
store is exploring ways to further
cater to survey results by featuring fresh, hot soup during the
winter months. As the store does
not possess the means to make its
own soup. Mr. Chips is Lnoking
for alternative ways of having the
soup prepared elsewhere and
then transported to the store.

BoppirV to the beat

NATA1.1YA IJiPmUtuf ftinotnii+t,
The Kunsun Ensemble plays Sept. 25 on the commons for the annual International
Festival last week. The lead performer, Nil Tettey Tetteh. second from left, and Ms
group are from Ghana. The group performs a blend of African music and Jau and was
one of several performances and events that took place for the festival.
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Census finds increase in uninsured
Study discovers 43.6 million Americans without health insurance
policy for the US. Chamber of
( ommerce, said Monday. "I
U>s Angeles Times
know what's happened to
TTvsh.irv of Amcncm*. with- health-insurance costs since
out hc.ilth mMir.ince incrvased then ... I really am worried
List ye.ir b\ thi- Lir^i-st .imount in about what this [situation is]
.i decade, bringing the total num- going to kx>k like next \ an
ber without1 coverage tu-Mtt milTrie report anus as California
lion the I S ( entui Bureau Gov. (!ray I tan \t faosi an Oct. 12
reported ILH-SJ,I\
deadline to decide whether to
For the MOOnd straight war, sign into law a bill that would
rising unemployment and surg- require all California businesses
ing health cart cotta oauaed ,i employing at least 20 people to
nntandaj decline in the num- afier health coverage by 2007.
ber of people with employ*
Sponsored insurance
That
66
pushed the total number of
uninsured Americana up by 2.4
Affordability remains
million in 2(X)2 alone
the No. I reason
Trie proportion of Americans
who .in- uninsured jumped from
people lack health
14.6 percent to 15.2 percent.
(.rowing enrollment in
coverage today.
BY VKKI KKMPRR

government-sponsored

health plans — Medicaid
and the State Children's
Health Insurance Program —
kept the ranks oi the uninsured from swelling further.
the i ensus bureau said.
i filing DTI the heels ot l.isi
week I vensiis figures showing
a substantial increase in poverty
and ,i decline in the median
mCOme, rUesday'S report illustrates how the nation's troubled
economy has aftectcd middle-

Income Americana

■ i Si coverage becomes
imattordable for growing numbenol people, "this is becoming
.in Issue of self-intoesl tor working families .md the middle■ Ron IVIUk, executive director ot the consumeradvocacy gntup Families USA.
The increase in unmsuied
Americans could turn up pressure on the George W. Hush
administration. Congress and
the I (smocrattc prtsirlcnHsl candidaftes to address the issue
Most analvsts saw a dark
cloud Itxwrung behind Tuesday's
flgUVBK L nemployment, hejlthBb ^nd anytoyues' share
of Imursnce premiums all have
gone up since List war, while
siatc- hsve been anting Medicaid
eligibility and benefits,
"Oi the number of people
who work full time. H97.000
more wen' uninsured" last \e.ir
K.iu SuDrvan, director o< health

— Dr. Donald Young

president of the Health Insurance
Avsociai ion <>f America
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The share ol Ulilnmia n-sidents without health insurance
declined -.lightly to an average
of 18.8 percent in 2001 and 2002,
ompared with .1 national average of 14.9 percent.
Analyst-- oiled this higher
percenter .i oonaaquenoa. oi
' aU imia's large immigrant popul,itHtnandapt»\'ert\ r.itrslighth
abm a tin- intunwl avtBaBE
Many officials responded
Mond.iv to the report with
defenses of their own pNH rip
lions lor expanding nnerage.
"Reducing the number of
uninsured in America is a complex problem that acquires a comprehensive solution," Health and
I lunian Services Secretarv
Tommy G Thompson said in a
■•t.itement "I'resident Bush his
an ambitious plan that we need
C ongress to support."
Among the elements listed
by Thompson wen? increased
funding for community health
centers and additional incentives to doctors and other
health-win' pnividers to work in
underscrved areas.
Others noted, however/that
Hush's proposal to convert
Medicaid from a pnigram that

automatically expands during
hard economic times to one
with fixed federal funding levels probably would have erased
the 2002 gains in Amcnvans
covered by public insurance.
The number of people
enrolled in Medicaid and the
SCH1P program, for children
whose tamiltes BOB not quite
poor enough to qualify for
Medicaid, increased by about 4
million last year, said Leighton
Ku, a senior fellow at the leftleaning Center on Budget and
Policy Priorities
Those expansions completely offset the decline in the number of children in families with
private coverage. They resulted
in ■ tiny decroase, to 11.6 percent, in the sharo of children
who were uninsua'd.
As in previous years,
people without health insurance were most likelv to be
poor, foreign-born, uneducated, young adult mala*
who worked part time or not
at all in the South or the
West. Blacks and Asians
roughly were twice as likely
as non-Hispanic whites to
have no health coverage,
while Hispanics were Hire.'
times more likelv
While the number of uninsunil people with household
income- less ihan $25,000
incn-ased slightly, analysts said
that was to due to the greater
number of poor households.
The story was different tor
people with household incomes
between $25,000 and $4¥.W
Their overall number declined
by about .100,000, but the number of uninsured people in that
income category increased by
1.1 million, or 1.5 percent.
Texas, with almost 25 percent of its population uninsua'd, had the highest rate in
the United States
Most disturbing to many
analysts, the share of non-elderly adults with private health
insurance — coverage sponsored by an employer or bought
independently — dropped from
73.7 percent'to 72.2 percent.
Only a small fraction of adults
gained Medicaid coverage
As a result, the number of

uninsured adults jumped by
more than 2.3 million.
As large companies have laid
off employees, many of those
workers have moved to smaller
firms mat are less likely to offer
health coverage, or they have
remained unemployed and uninsured. In addition, a growing
number of workers have been
unable to afford their share of
health insurance costs, said John
Holahan, director of the Uiban
Institute's Health Policy Center.
"There has been about a 15
percent increase in the number
i >t uninsured adults over the last
two years," he said.
In addition to the weak economy, most analysts cited rising
health-care costs — they soared
at double-digit rates in 2002 for
the third straight year — as a
primary reason behind the continuing decline in employersponsored insurance.
The average cost of an
employer-sponsored
family
health-insurance plan increased
$1,100 last year to $9,068,
Sullivan said. In 2001, employees paid an average of $30 a
month for an individual policy
and $149 monthly for family
coverage By last year, those
totals had increased to $42 and
$200, she said.

-6 6

/ really am worried
about what this
[situation is] going to
look like next year.
-Kate Sullivan

director of health policy for the U.S.
Chamher of Commerce
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"Affordability remains the
No 1 reason people lack health
coverage today," said Dr.
Donald Young, president of the
Health Insurance Association
of America. He called on
Congress and state legislatures
to provide tax incentives that
would make health coverage
more affordable to small businesses and individuals.

AMNESTY: 'Cycle of
suffering' in Argentina
AMNESTr.frompagt3
to rebuild slowly and now has
an elected president, according to Monteagudo.
"People voted for the lesser evil," Monteagudo said.
"We are in the honeymoon
stage at this point.''
Overall, students laid
they found the lecture to be
very informative
"I was surprised In the perpetual cycle of suffering in this
country." Michael O'Hara said.
Having someone speak
who experienced the events
in Argentina firsthand also
helped students understand
the subject better
"You can road about it in the
paper, but you can't visualize
it," Algirc said. "It's much different when you aro hearing it

instead of reading it."
Monteagudo is part of
the Argentina Autonomist
Project, a group that seeks
to crania solidarity between
Argentina, the United States
and Europe through the use
of puppetry, workshops and
delegations, according to its
mission statement.
"I want to reach out to people and show them the role of
the |United States] in Latin
America because I feel there is
very little information in
schools," Monteagudo said.
"Most people don't know
what the [United States) does
anywhere." she added.
To find more informationabout
the
Argentina
Autonomist Project, visit its
Web site, uwwjiulonomisla.org.

STUDENT: Grant
for research awarded
STUDENT, from page 3
previous rosearch experiences, how motivated the
student was to pursue ,i
career in rosearch. the quality of the proposed reaearch
and the commitment of the
faculty mentor to undergraduate research," Knight
added. "Ross and Dr.
Herrick must have put
together a strong application
to impress the scientists that
reviewed their application.'
Haynes began doing
research for Herrick after finding out about the opportunity
in his freshman honors zookv
gy class. "Ross came to work
with me in the spring of his
freshman year," Herrick said
"I could tell right off the bat
that he was going to be good."
Haynes applied for the
fellowship his freshman
year but was denied due
to his age and his lack of
experience. "I applied for
a lot of fellowships my
freshman year and got
turned down for every
one," Haynes said. "But,
[The American Society for
Microbiology) told me

that I scored very well.
"They told me what I
wanted todocouldn'tbedone
by one student in the summer," Haynes said. Instead,
Haynes spent the summer
working at JMU with a grant
from the biology department
— working on and completing the amount of research
that the ASM said couldn't be
done by one person.
Horrirk said Haynes
worked well
on
his
research over the summer.
"Ross is very good at
developing new techniques
on hi9 own. I often give
him projects to develop
new methods — something
you only do with your best
researchers," he said.
Haynes said he plans to
apply for the fellowship
next year. "It's easier to get
the fellowship the second
time around," he said.
Haynes is continuing
his research for credit,
and he and Herrick are
writing a journal article
intended for publication
in several sources on the
summer's research.

Were You Let Down by the Decision-Making
Process to
Discontinue Dispensing the

MACONDO'S CAWBBEAN &ESTAU&ANT
LUNCH M<M-rVi 11:00 AM-2 :00 PM

DINNER 5w-Thu 5:11 PM-»:00 "M
Fri-Sot 5:16 PM-10:00 FM
43 Undo Lane mxi tt Law's

540-432-0851

Mok« your reservations for Homecoming Weekend soon!

HOMEMADE CARIBBEAN CUISINE WITH A TOUCH Of
SPAIN!

Want an easy way to
reel in your customers?

If so, CALL 540"434"l8l8 and
find out how
YOUCANMAKEA
DIFFERENCE!!!

Place an ad in The Breeze.
p

*1 *""> **«M b, Eagle to State Senate

call 568-6127

MPB
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LIFT: Board, Home
Ride bus help students
UFT, from page 1

coincide with JMU's holiday
Khedule. For example, for
Fall Break, the Home Ride
bus will leave Godwin
Thursday instead
For some locations, tickets
for the Home Ride bus are
less expensive than tickets for
commercial bus lines, such as
Greyhound. A round-trip
ticket to Richmond with
Home Ride is $46, whereas a
trip on a (.revhound will take
■I least three hours longer
and cost $72.
A student riding the
Home Ride bus also has the
convenience of walking to
Godwin Hall with their luggage, instead of taking a
taxi or finding a ride from
someone
to
the area
Greyhound station
Junior Karen Stanton
has taken the Home Ride
bus several times and said
it was very convenient.
"It's easy to buy a ticket,
and the fact that the bus
ItavM at three different
times on Friday is nice,"
Stanton said
Tickets for the Home
Ride bus are sold on I lirst
come, first-serve basis and
can be purchased at the
customer service desk in the

a ride.
"Thai's why I don't mind
making my CM available. And
it'l .1 gnat way to get gas
money while helping someone else out," Bullard said.
Some freshmen and
upperclassmen who do not
own cars (ind the ride
board helpful and easy to
use and look forward to
contributing to the cause in
years to come. "I definitelv
wouldn't mind driving people next year when I have a
car,' freshman I indsey
Newman said.
The Home Ride bus may
be an ideal option for student*.
who live in Virginia. This bus
system provides service to
JMU, Virginia Tech. Radlord
University and University of
Virginia students
The bus runs between the
tour campuses and locations
in
Fairfax,
Hampton,
Richmond and C harlotte-ville
even weekend.
The bus departs from
Godwin Hall Friday afternoons at 3, 5 and 7 p.m.,
and returns to JMU by 9
p.m. Sundays.
The Home Ride bus also
schedules special trips to

JMU Bookstore.
Students who live farther
away may need to find
other types of transportation. The Harrisonburg
Greyhound bus terminal is a
five-minute drive from campus, and the closest Amtrak
station is located 30 minutes
away in Staunton, according
to MapQuest.
Visit the Amtrak Web site
at utvtv.amfrai.fom for more
information.
Students should visit
anmgrtjihouH4.com
for
more
information
on
Greyhound buses.
For students who need to
fly home, the Shenandoah
Valley Regional Airport is a
20-minute drive away in
Weyers Cave according to a
MapQuest.
Information about the
airport can be found at
uww.flyshdxom.
More information about
transportation services can
be found on the JMU Web
page at unvw.jmu.edu/parents/studentjravel.shtml.
For more information on
the Home Ride program,
visit its Web page at
wwu'.bogens.com/homeride/inf
o-jum.hlml.

SGA: Two house rules debated
SGA,from page 1

eight committees. If this bill
becomes an amendment to
the constitution, they no
longer would have to serve
on one of these other committees and only on the new
Class Council committee.
"It is important for Class
Council to be a part of Senate
because the people Class
Council represents should be
heard because they are the
student body, and they know
who their class officers are,"
sophomore Wesli Spencer
said. "Class Council can
bring their issues to Senate."
The bill was approved by the
Senate and now has been sent to
the Executive Council to be
approved at its meeting.
The second bill was a
request to use funds to purchase two new Dell computers, one Dell laptop and several programs for the new
SGA office.
This bill will be discussed
within the finance committiv
and then will be brought back to
the Senate to be debated.
During the Tuesday meeting,
the Senate also heard from a
guest speaker lindsay Brannan
from Community Service-

\Sn PMERSON/vm... ph-u-vrapher
The Student Government Association meeting Tuesday night
provided two new house rules for discussion.

Learning, a group that matches
students with over 108 agencies
in Harrisonburg, according to
sophomore Justine Adelsoerger,
one of the senators.
"Community
ServiceI earning is looking for volunteers
to serve throughout the community," Adelsperger said. "CS-L is a
great way to extend kerning outside of the classnxm"
Student body President
Levar Stoney also spoke about

GRAD, from page 1

applying to six schools, all
with separate applications,
ind has not had time to get
to the senior graduation
application vet
Along with the application, students are supposed
to attach their unofficial
transcript from e-campus or
their degree progress report,
according to the "Are you
ready to Graduate?" flier
that accompanies the gradu-

has been stressful, which
makes completing the application more difficult to get
to. She said since there is ,1
lot of school work and she
has a job, she has not had
time to get the application.
Senior Dae Ho Kim Mid
he has not picked up his
senior application either. "I
am busy applying to graduate school/' he Mid He Lfl

dents should go to Ihe SGA Wen sire
www. sga.jmu .edu.
Stoney said there are many clubs and
organizations available to students who want
to take a stance in any area. He said all a
group needs is "a passion and a following."
Mother Jones magazine is an independent,
nonprofit magazine "whose roots lie in a

ation application.
Students also need to
review
their
degree
progress report to make
sure that all of their information is accurate.
Applications
can
be
picked up from the Office of
the Registrar in Warren Hall.
Applications to add/drop a
major or switch a degree also
can be picked up at the Office
of the Registrar

Qieaftkare

Call The Breeze
X8-6127

EAT WOK

ftofmaimil Can with a Pcnonal Touch

oriental gourmet

119 University Blvd., Suite B
Annual Gyn Exam

Insurance and

Birth Conlrol

Major Credil

Colposcopy

Cards Accepted

Breast Exams

commitment to social justice implemented
through first rate investigative reporting,"
according to www.motherjones.com/about. The
University of Tehran was ranked first,
California Community Colleges as a whole
second and New York University third. The
magazine places JMU above such known
activist schools as the University of
California at Berkeley and Yale University.

Got news?

Leonard W. Aamodt, MD, FACOG
Evan V. Forsnes. MD. FACOG
Martha A. Jones, CNM, MS
Barbara M Kirkland, CNM, MS
Donna L. Schminkey, CNM, MPH
Ann M Schaeffer. CNM, MED

Sntnanfoan,

the upcoming Friday Board Of
Visitors meeting that he will be
attending in order to give
reports on the SGA to them
and to discuss the emergency
contraceptive pill issue.
I will work hard to
attend to the ECP issue from
last year for the remainder of
my term," Stoney said.
SGA meets Tuesdays at 5
p.m. in the Highlawns room
of the College Center.

RANK: JMU sixth in world
RANK, from page I

GRAD: Applications for May
graduation due to registrar Oct. 15
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11 an i sonburg. VA 22801 -3753

219 Burgess Road
Tel. 540.442.7200
Fax. 540.442.7227

Office (540) 438-1314
Toll Free (877) 438-1314
Fax (540) 438-0797
wwwswhc.net

J»C. PenneyStyling Salon
Valley Mall, Harrisonburg,Va

Offering 1 5 /o Oil all Salon Services
to JMU btudents and Faculty.

•ot Wok Siqnnturp Dtshi

Open 7 days, Bring your JMU ID!
Walk-ins Welcome
Not in conjunction with any other discounts

OPEN!
In Harrisonburg Crossing
Shopping Center

540-432-0220

Massanutten Timeshare
Covers JMU Homecoming Most Years
Townhouse Size End Unit - Sleeps 8+

Full Kitchen
Fridge/Freezer. Stove, Dishwasher. Microwave, Cook war.. Tableware for 8

Living Room/Dining Room
Sleeper Sofa, Chairs, Coffee Tables. Fireplace, ( able TV. Dinner Table 8

Upstairs Bedrooms

/. Choose Ihe ingredient you want:
Lunch/Dinner
Chlckmnlfork
4.25/6.95
B—f
4.50T7.45
ShrimplScmllopt

4.75/7.95

VepetaMes/Teni

3.95/5.95

2. Choose Ihe style you want:
GI
General Tso's *

02

Spicy Hunan X

03
04
OS
G6
07
OS
Q9
O10
011
012

Asian Curry X
Mandarin kung Pao -X
Sweet ft Sour
Garlic Explosion XX
Mongolian
Moo Shi
Classical Brown Sauce
Oriental White Sauce

Sesame

VIM It MasterCard
Noodle & Rice Bowls
Price includes choice of chicken,
pork, beef, shrimp or vegetables/
tofu. Add $1.00 for combination.
B1
Lo Mein Noodle Bowl 5.75
Egg noodai Mr-Mad Mh nca
B2

Great Wok Fried Rice

5.76

Mrjcad aflh «gg and toy aauca).
gamcanaa «itr> WCM •CMOW

B3

B4

Singapore Style Rice
Noodle *
Snnmp cntckan and not noodtaa
aar-ftttd In ■ apcy curry aauca.
Shrimp With Lobster

8.95

8.60

SauceBowl
Rk» «*-» gaffe aauoa.. acaHon.
•00 omoo. «ht» nca
*Sak,*u.

«al «r Mad rk* "«• -i»

• linn »#.«,! be l« Mala
Gn>« wok adda NO MM.

Orange Peel X

2 Twin. I Queen Bed! Sleeper Sofa, 2 Dressers, 2nd Cable TV, Full Bath

Combination Platters

Downstairs

Choose from ihjnaturm oVsnes or noodh&ricu bowl: Come with spring roll,
plain fired rice (except rice and noodle bowls) and soup (hot and sour soup,
wonton soup or egg drop soup). Add .50*; for Lo Mein.
Chicken/Pork
6.50
Beef
6.75
Shrimp
6.95
VegetaWe/Tofu
5.95
Noodle/Rice
Same Price

l .ir|ii' | u ii/zi. Sauna, Full bath
Upper & Lowei Deck, Extra Parking, New Furnishings, Golf Course,
ski Season I Htcounrj

Call (540) 289-6003 x6047 this Tuesday thru Saturday
or (703) 255-4712 to see it
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NEWS

Yo^r acf H«r«

HDDDiSmtUBE'S DflL.M UUOPD-UiNttinD TpTTOD S.11,1
LARQCSC seleccton OF Booy leiaeUy in cown

Brwz« M^rn*

Harrisonburg OB/GYN Associates, PC
C. Larry Whitten, MD M. Catherine Slusher, MD Louis E. Nelson, III, MD
Herbert E. Bing, MD Michael J. Botticelli, MD Jason K. Gentry, MD
Maribeth P. Loynes, MD Sherry L. Mongold, FNP
Are pleated to announce

Maribeth P. Loynes, MD
Will be joining their practice of Obstetric* and Gynecology
September 1, 2003
2291 Evelyn Byrd Ave.
Harrisonburg, VA

Accepting New Patients

(540) 434-3831
(800) 546-3348

%$mte$pxm game
. Qm CUD ftMBsStam QSMB '

QuiznosSuB

Ptiilly CheesesteaK

Now in Harrisonburg!

Free Chips
with purchase of any sub!

"I

With this coupon, Exp. 10/30/03

JAC CARDS ACCEPTED
Beside Harrisonburg Crossing. 540-432-1302

1
rciNi

540-434-4700
990 ReseRVOtR SC - bARRlSOnBURG - \CR0SS FROfl) CVS

BRINGING THE STORE TO

JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY

ON THE SAME MERCHANDISE
WE HAVE IN OUR STORES!
SEPTEMBER 29 - OCTOBER 2 10 AM - 7 PM

POST OFFICE LOBBY
UNIVERSITY CENTER
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Too frequently, trade has redounded to the
benefit of the richest countries, while actually
making the poor poorer.
CLYDE PRESTOWITZ

president, Economic Strategy Institute
%-dltm

OPINION
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Sex is out there, and no matter how
much Marshall is against it. there isn't
much he can do to stop it. How far is
Marshall willing to take his fight?
w* bouu tdttoriaL below

■ From the Wire — The Washington Post
HOUSE

Protect free trade by
ending farm subsidies
ClydePrestowttz
The George W. Bush administration has been much criticized
for its unilateralist approach to
foivign policy, but in the wake of
the collapse of the V\brld Trade
Organization's Doha round of
trade liberalization talks in
Cancun, Mexico, there is one unilalBTll step the pn-sident could
take that not onlv would recoup
enormous global goodwill for
the United M.iU-s, but also provide critical support for the troubled global trading system. That
would be to announce that the
United States is moving immediatHv and unconditionally to
phase out subsidies for agricultural production and export.
The collapse of the talks not
only undermines the chances of
success of the Doha round, it
also thmws into question the
whole future of the World
Trade Organization and the
global trading system that has
been the main engine of growth
of the world economy for the
past 50 years. For some time
now there has been a growing
trend toward bilateral and
regional trade agreements that
inevitably create preferential
arrangements between the parfai similar to those that prevailed and were so troublesome before World War II.
As ,i result ol the failure in
Cancun, this trend is likely to
accelerate rapidly. Indeed,
U.S. Trade Representative
KohiTt /oelhck already has
Announced his intention to
adopt such a strategy.
This is ironic, because it is the
United States that has, since
1948. led the effort to create a
global economic system based
on nondiscriminatory free-trade
principles, In many respects, the
results have been spectacular.
Avenge tariffs levied by developed countries on industrial
products have fallen to negligible level*, end soaring world
trade has powered first the
Japanese and then the other
Asian miracles — including
now China's — lifting hundreds
of millions out of poverty.
Despite this success, free
trade hasn't always been the
win-win proposition it is sup
posed to be. Too frequently,
trade has redounded to the benefit of the richest countries while
actually making the poor poorer.
At the heart of this paradox
is agriculture. While the United
States and other developed

countries of Europe and Asia
have preached free trade, in the
area of agriculture, where 70
percent of developing countries
make their living, they have
practiced protectionism and
subsidization. For example, the
North American Free Trade
Agreement was supposed to
open US. markets to Mexican
products so Mexican people
would not find it so necessary
to enter the United States themselves. Yet, as a low-cost sugar
producer, Mexico still finds
itself virtually locked out of the
U.S. sugar market.
Even more egregious is the
case of cotton. In Muslim West
Africa it costs 23 cents to produce a pound of cotton, while in
the Mississippi Delta the cost is
60 to 80 cents. Yet, the US. growers are driving down world
prices and literally killing the
West Africans by dumping huge
amounts of cotton on world
markets at prices far below their
cost of production.
How do they do this? By
receiving $3.5 billion in subsidies from the U.S. taxpayer. Is
it any wonder that extremist
Islamic clerics preaching jihad
against America are finding
an increasingly warm reception in West Africa?
The Doha round of trade
talks specifically was labeled the
"development round" to emphasize the necessity of addressing
this problem, which primarily
afflicts the developing countries.
Both the European Union and
the United States expressed a
desire to solve the problem and
indicated readiness to make
some cuts in agricultural subsidies. At the same time, however,
the administration undercut its
own position by passing a farm
bill that dramatically increased
the subsidies.
In the Cancun talks, both the
European Union and the United
States made their proposed subsidy reductions conditional on a
substantial lowering of industrial tariffs by the developing
countries. In the end, a bloc of 22
developing countries insisted
that the rich countries go first in
making concessions, and when
that demand was refected, the
talks collapsed.
As a former US. negotiator in
the Ronald Reagan administration who sometimes was labeled
a trade hawk, 1 understand the
see SUBSIDIES, page 8

EDITORIAL

Virginia delegated crusade hurts sex education
Del. Robert G. Marshall, R-Manassas,
has added Virginia Tech as a target on
his crusade for a sexless tomorrow at colleges across Virginia.
Marshall, who condemned JMU for
its "SexFest 2003," now is asking who
authorized Virginia Tech Television's
"Sex Talk Live'show at Virginia Tech
Sept. 24. About 500 members of an interactive audience witnessed the taping of
the show, which included discussion on
sexual positions, masturbation and sexually transmitted infections, according
to the Sept. 25 issue of Virginia Tech s
Collegiate Times.
If Marshall thought students putting condoms on dildos during JMU's
"SexFest" was bad, he must have had
a coronary when he heard about the
fake orgasm contest and blow-up doll
giveaway at "Sex Talk Live."
In a letter, Marshall asked Virgim.i
Tech President Charles W. Stegler to
explain how the show is consistent
with the Virginia Tech's BliMloiV
according to the Sept. 30 issue of the
Doily News-Record.
Marshall questions why taxpayers' money should go toward events
such as the ones held at Virginia
Tech and JMU.
"What the hell does this have to do
with getting a college education?"
Marshall said in the News-Record. "This
has nothing to do with forming the
intellect or imparting professional skills
that will help students in the future."

Marshall's zeal for taxpayer-funded
academics ignores the fact that Virginia
Tech Television's parent company.
Educational Media Company, Inc., is
independent from Virginia Tech and
does not receive funding from taxpayer
funds, but from student activity fees.
It may be hard for Marshall, 59, to
understand colleges today. Marshall
can argue that in his day, there was just
as much alcohol, sex and drugs on
campuses as there is today
While that may be true, there is one
big difference — today people are willing to discuss those issues openly. Most
parents today have abandoned the
birds and the bees" speech when talking to their children about sex in favor
of more fact-based approaches.
Kids today don't want to sit and
wait for parents or school officials to
get past their discomfort, and they
don't want to hear stories. They want
to know the truth — the facts.
Sex has become a public topic.
Almost every prime time television
show either hints at or blatantly
exhibits sexual behavior. Sex is out
there, and no matter how much
Marshall is against it, there isn't much
he can do to stop it. How far is
Marshall willing to take his fight?
Marshall's problem with JMU was
that taxpayers' money was going
toward paying the salaries of University
Health Center employees who were distributing emergency contraception pills

Is he going to move his crusade
toward taking all pornography out of
the mailboxes of students who might
subscribe to such racy magazines, such
as Playboy or Maxim, since university
employees, paid by tax dollars, are putting the mail into the mailboxes? Are
sex classes going to be pulled from
every college course catalog, since the
professors also are being paid by the
university through tax dollars?
If college students want to learn
more about sex in order to educate
themselves on the decisions they
make, why not let them?
Just as JMU students found "SexFest
2003" educational. Virginia Tech students found their "Sex Talk Live" educational as well.
Jarrett Henshaw, one of the cohosts of the show, told the Collegiate
Times he was happy with how the
show turned out. It was surprising as
to how many really good questions
we got from the audience," he said.
"The audience was much more interested in asking real questions when
we were talking face to face."
Students go to college to get a wellrounded education. If fairs or events
promoting sexual education are ways
to provide a more well-rounded education, then why try to stop them?
Providing real information about sex
always will be more helpful than peddling nature stories or pretending the
issue doesn't even exist.
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Pat..
A thanks-for-pretending-I-don't-looklike-nudkiU" pat to trie guy that took me out
last weekend when my boyfriend broke up
with me one week before our anniversary.
From a senior girl who really appreciated
being peeled off the emotional highway of life.

A "why-don't-you-get-over-it' dart to
my two roommates who decided to date
and then bn>ke up, making life awkward
and miserable in our apartment.
From a disgusted leni/X who is sick of
your profile wars ami thinks if you were
mature enough to move in together, Iv mature
enough to deal with it.

Alan Neckowltz

DrtwY
EdiUM

An "it's-shidents-like-you-who-give-then"st-of-us-a-bad-rap" dart to the spoiled,
cigarrette-smoking alcohol-buying students
who don't have their IDs, bul feel it's their
right to buy these items anyway.
From a convenience store uwier who hopes
you realize that your cussing, veiling and middle fingers won't gel smokes or beer any faster.

A "thanks-for-lctting-us-havc-a-goodtime" pat to the University Program Board
staff and fellow moviegoers .it "Finding
Nemo" Thursday night.
From a buihlt of rowdy South View pirates
who were looking to have some good wfwlesomefutt at tlte theatre.

In, u Frenville

iiilor

Dart.

Pat...

Cheryl Lock

Dart.

Pat...
A "thanks-for-all-the-usoful-gifts" pat
to the hall housekeeper tor leaving cleaning supplies, soap and other useful
things after she cleans.
From a grateful wpltomore wlio appreciates
thi- cow trn tad b thtnkful for MM IM trip th$
has M make to Wat-Mart

A "what-goes-around-comes-around"
dart tD (ormer women's basketball coach
Bud Childers who should be reminded of
the tactics he used to replace returning
players with his recruits in 1997-'98.
From one of the five player* who left the
program in 1997 because of the way he
treated her and her teammates.
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SUBSIDIES, from page 7
need as well as the desire to
bargain hard. Moreover, while
lowering of developing-country tariffs on industrial goods
would be good for the United
States, it would be even better
for the developing countries
themselves, which currently
pay far more than necessary
for many critical imported
items and whose policies lock
their own industries out of
trade with one another while
detracting from their desirability as destinations for foreign investment.
Nevertheless, in this case,
at this time, the United States
should forget about being a
shrewd Yankee trader and

just cut the subsidies unilaterally. Doing so would not
only help U.S. consumers, it
also would set a tremendous
example that would break
the logjam holding up the
Doha round. It also would
help preserve the principles
and framework of nondiscriminatory global trade, to
which this country has been
committed for decades.
Clyde Pnrstowitz, president of
the Economic Strategy Institute,
was a trade negotiator in the
Ronald Reagan administration. He
is tlte author of "Rogue Natkm:
American Unilateralism and the
Failure of Good Intentions" Tfiis
column first appeared m the Sept.
29 issue of The Washington Post.
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AdamSharp
People ask me if I love anything besides making people
angry. Believe it or not, I do.
Unfortunately, the thing that I
love will be destroyed in a few
months — veterans Stadium in
Philadelphia, Pa.
Some people love baseball
stadiums, especially national
treasures such as Fenway Park
in Boston and Wrigley Field in
Chicago. Few people, however,
love a stadium like the Vet.
Veterans Stadium is ugly.
Evan its most devoted fans
readily admit this fact. The Vet
is a ghastly cement relic of the
1970s. The bleak utilitarian
nature of the Vet is surpassed
only by the horrendous state of
its playing field, which has
ended players' careers.
Sunday, the Phillies played
their last game in the Vet and
predictably lost. This is nothing
new — the Phillies often lose.
Since 1883, the Phillies lu\ e lost
9,729 games, a figure I believe
to be the most in sports history

Most sports fans will cheer
when the Vet is destroyed in
February. It was not a great stadium — it may be the worst
Yet, I remember a small boy
sitting in the cheap seats — the
yellow ones in the 700 section
— watching his heroes play. I
remember a child listening to
the radio every night hoping
for wins that did not come. I
remember the heartbreak of a
World Series loss in 1993.
I remember the Vet as the
stage on which I first witnessed baseball players —
often mediocre and sometimes
terrible — acting out a drama
that consumed my childhood.
It becomes hard to swallow
sometimes, when tears are
unjustified but a stoic response
is impossible. Sunday, I felt
that tightness, and I will feel it
again in February, when the
symbol of my childhood disappears in a dusty cloud.
Adam M. Sharp is a junior foreign languages major and a Phillies
fan — next year, man, next year.

■MM

Peace Corps
Life is calling. J-fowfar will you go?
A Peace Corps recruiter is conducting interviews on the JMU campus this
October! Don't miss out on the "toughest job you'll ever love!"

interview Day*
Monday, October 27th
'Schedule a Peace Corps interview and time slot directly at Career Services or call
them at 540-568-6229
Complete and submit an on-line application at www.pMcocorpe.gov by October
20" or contact Jason Kane at 800-424-8580 or jkane@peacecorps.gov to have a
paper application mailed to you.

BOINJM,

T SMrti, Effect PeJili, HMmafett

lte»M«»nt
Delicatessen

Kevin Tougher
graduate student,
computer science

Fan remembers fond
memories of the Vet

800-424-8580

www.peacecorps.gov
■'■■'-^ A
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111 Need of I lousing?

You Have A Place.
It'll be worth it for you to try the Bible study and continental
breakfast at Harrisonburg First Church of the Nazarene. We promise!
It's relevant and relaxed.
Your breakfast is served at 9:00 this Sunday.

k». -fhirisoHburQ "Qirst
J

CHURCH

of

IHI NAZAMNE
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We're close to you,jusl 3 miles fromJMU on
Port Road - on the corner of boyers and Port
www.ABeaconOfHope.org
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FUNKHOUSER
REALTORS'

We offer the largest selection
of off campus housing to meet
your specific needs.

t>S .*.
Hunters Ridge Condos || Hunters Ridge Townhomes
2,3,4 & 5 Bedrooms •
Situated in a highly desirable
and convenient location.

1.2,3 4 4 Bedrooms
Unique lloor plan complete
with two separate living rooms.

BUFFALO WILD WINGS
^» GRILL* BAR «^="

Now Accepting FLEX!

Mountain View
4 Bedrooms -

1

GNECK OUT OUR sizzuN
Tt^y^ent Wings
iWE# 50 cent L
wuRs: Karaoke
Ffei: Live Entertainment

1007 South Main Harrisonburg. Va 2280!

Enormous 4 bedroom, 4 bath
units are fully furnished.

4 Bedrooms Each unit has 2 baths, a full
kitchen, washer/dryer and two
living areas.

3 Bedrooms Features three full floors of
spacious living space Includes
3.5 baths and 2 living rooms.

1,2 4 4 Bedrooms Unique opportunity to live in
historic home. Located across
from JMU Quad.

438-9790

•Ashby
Crossing

F~3a i—7"
Madison Gardens

is now accepting
applications

2 4 3 Bedrooms Each unit features its own
fireplace and private deck. Also
includes pool and tennis courts.

3 Bedrooms Each unit has 2 baths and is
fully furnished. Unique floor
plan 4 deck for each bedroom.

4 Bedrooms Three floors of living space,
fenced backyard and washer/
dryer.

3 Bedrooms Each unit is furnished and has
a full kitchen 4 wet bar. Across
from JMU Quad.

1,243 Bedrooms Convenient location to JMU on
South Main Street Some
utilities included

3 Bedrooms Furnished townhouses with 2.5
baths. Three floors with full
kitchen and washer/dryer.

3 4 4 Bedrooms Each unit is furnished and
features a deck, storage room
full kitchen and washer/dryer.

4 Bedrooms Three floors of living space with
a fully equipped kitchen and
washer/dryer.

for

Fall 04

its never too
early to reserve
that special apt.,
the one with the

greatest view!

( oi DWEI I
BANKIR
C'.OMMKRC IAI

FUNKHOUSER
REALTORS'

715 Port Republic Road
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
info@cbcfunkhouser.com
(540)434-5150

1191 Devon Lane
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

vv w w. o f 1 c a m p u s h o u s i n g. c o in

432-1001

Owwd ana Op—t»a »n EquM OppoQjnWy Cm»oyi eoyl Houw»g Opp<*1v<«y

C 2G03 CoKfcwH Bank*' Com

COW—I Ban*» Oonwwwc* o t

n.fir
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CROSSWORD

HOROSCOPES

Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.
Today's Birthday (Oct. 2). Make improvements to your home this year, possibly through an advance in your
career. The two possibilities seem to be linked. An active partnership will make things move along even faster

Aries March 21-April 19

Libra Sept. 23-Oct 22

£g- Today is a 6 - You're being asked to take
^Lg>nn more responsibility without getting
1^7 more money in return. Not to worry. It
looks good on you.

Today is an 8 - Tidying up around your
place may not be a lot of fun, but you
should do it for the next day or two. You
may want a love nest prepared in time for
this weekend.

$'

Taurus April 20-May 20
^» . Today is an 8 - You're still busy, but you're
*vBu also quite attractive Schedule some time
€>yj m pih .Hi' with one you love.

<

Scorpio Oct. 23-Nov. 21
j,

j Today is a 7 - A friend can teach you a
mttv trick that makes what you're doing
more fun. Be open to suggestions, and
stop doing things the hard way.

Gemini May 21-June 21
^ * Today is an 8 - Get a few practical things
TX*y th.it will help you keep your home
/T^ organized. You'll feel more relaxed when
you know everything is in its place.

Cancer June 22-July 22
Today is a 6 - You're smart enough to get
i someone else to lend a helping hand. Choose
' a person who has the experience you lack.

Leo July 23-Aug. 22
Today is a 7 - If you focus on the job at
|^^) hand, you will become more efficient
^I^R rhat brings in more profit, allowing you
more slack.

Virgo Aug. 23-Sept. 22
* Af.
v*»tl
^AM
^•^■^

Today is a 7 - A person you admire
inspires you to kivp going, even it you're
getting pooped. You're gaining experience
and respect.

Sagittarius Nov. 22-Dec. 21
^\ Today is a 7 - It's always good to be
«^Jp thoughtful with people who haven't
J^W achieved your level of spiritual advancement. That's especially true if they sign
your paycheck.

Capricorn Dec. 22-Jan. 19
_,,
Today is a 7 - Others appreciate your
~fj>i . ability to decide what needs to be done
r9s and then do it lX>n't wait tor a command
from a person who can't choose.

Aquarius Jan. 20-Feb. 18
^^
j^B
m^\
-* *■

Today is an 8 - Doing whatever you want,
whenever you want, is fun, but it's not going
to get the icky tasks scratched off your to-do
lists. Tackle the toughest task now.

Pisces Feb. 19-March20
-■A
Today is a 7 - Friends help out whenever
(■L^k} they can, whether you want them to or
^J not that's their way of paying you back
for all the times you've helped them.
—Tribune Media Services

Solutions to Last Issue's Puzzle

KIDDI

i of the Day

A woman married 10
different men. yet she
did not break any
laws. None died and
she never divorced.
How is this possible?
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Answer lo lasl issue's riddle
She lives in the
southern hemisphere.
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ACROSS
1 Standing by
6 Part of a
fishhook
10 Liquid asset
14 Jerry Stiller's
Anne
15 Upolu
Island city
16 Puget Sound
whale
17 Presidential
candidate
Ralph
18 Ohio team
19 Food thickener
20 Comment from
the nonplussed
23 Tad's dad
24 Me, in Paris
25 Properly
positions
29 Look furtively
31 Arctic surface
34 Crevasse
pinnacle
35 Merit
36 Pronto letters
37 Comment from
the nonplussed

40 See socially
41 Nice
summers?

42 V-formation
fliers
43 Afore
44 Overwhelmed
45 Shoots wide
46 CIA
predecessor
47 Mrs. Nixon
48 Comment from
the nonplussed
57 Writer Anita
58 Feels poorly
59 Rib

60 California
valley
61 Louver

62 Go in
63 Pub potables
64 Scrabble piece
65 Violinist Isaac

DOWN
1 Potent
beginning?
2 Orderly
3 Small boys
4 Locality
5 Idiom
6 Canal boat
7 Mimic
8 Hound
9 Cellar
10 Raccoon's kin
11 Jason's craft
12 Swindle
13 Fabled
dawdler
21 Wt.
increments
22 Keystone
karacter?
25 Stage whisper
26 "The Merry
Widow"
composer
27 Very angry
28 Dished out
29 Beeped
30 Greek Cupid
31 Wight and
Capri
32 Bring about
33 Fencing
swords

35 Din ending?
36 Sharpshooters
38 Informative
television

39 Shakes up
44 Ninnyhammer
45 Disfigure
46 Caravan
stopover
47 Adhesive
mixture
48 Rick's
"Casablanca"
love
49 Hard work
50 A few
51 1970 Julie
Andrews film,
"Darling "
52 Israeli airline
53 Transmitted
•54 One of a pair
55 Exploitive
fellow
56 Actor Bruce

0 A N S

Iston's

Pub
Monday-freepool
Tuesday - Karaoke DJ Party
Wednesday ■ Free pool loco Bar-American Idol Wanna-be Contest
Thursday - College Party (OJ Dancing)

Friday Saturday - Check our Web site
Sunday - Free pool-Open Mic

Schedule of Events:
Kl Theory
South Fork
lO.IOMonticelloRoad
10.11 Skip Castro
10.17 Wishpool
10.18 College Throwdown
10.24 Dicrks Bentley
10.25 |amie O'Neal
10.31 The Worx

A

NOW TNA7 WE'VE GOT YOUR
ATTENTION:

TNE BREEZE NOW MAKES ONE
1/16 PAGE AD AVAILABLE
AT NO COST TO CLUBS AND
ORGANIZATIONS EACH WEEK.
IF YOUR GROUP IS INTERESTED,
ADS CAN BE RESERVED
THROUGH SGA. FOR MORE
INFORMATION, CONTACT
THE 0N-CAMPUS ADS

REPRESENTATIVE, RYAN FAGAN,
ATFAGANRJ@JMU.EDU.
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Focus

Local book fair attracts masses
from near and far
Story by contributing writer Kate Marshall • Graphics by art director Jessica Taylor

It's only 8:30 a.m. and already there are 30
people in line outside the door. Gravel
crunches beneath the feet of the men and
women who are waiting patiently, ready with a
tote bag, a Pack-N-Roll or even a small suitcase.
Some sip coffee from Styrofoam cups or nibble on
cereal bars as they stare with anticipation at the
modest two-story building. The crowd continues
to grow until 9 a.m., when the glass doors are
opened and the customers file inside.
These folks aren't here to buy concert tickets or to
meet their favorite celebrity. Instead, they're ready to
browse the half a million books stocked on the shelves
at the Green Valley Book Fair.
Located just south of Harrisonburg, this Mount
Crawford establishment offers a wide variety of publications at extremely discounted prices.
"The prices at the book fair are great, especially for college students, considering we usually
don't have much spending money to begin with,"
senior Carrie Meadows said.
The fair, open periodically during the year, is the
perfect haven for either the avid reader or anyone in
search of inexpensive, unique books, according to
junior Lisa Freedman. "The selection is as good or
better than a regular bookstore, and the best part is
that the books are so cheap," Freedman said.
Co-manager Michael Evara describes the
merchandise at the book fair to be "kind
of like the pile you see at Barnes & Noble,
and you wonder what they do with
them." In 1971, Evans' parents, Leighton and
Kathryn Evans, started the Green Valley Book Fair,
according to Michael Evans. Today, he and his sister,
Michele Miller, run the business.
Leighton Evans' passion for books is what sparked
the idea for the fair. According to Michael, his father
loved the thrill of the hunt for used literature and
often would acquire books from auctions or through
Crivate sates. Eventually, he had so many novels that
p needed an outlet to rid himself of them; and so he
began the book fair near the family farm. The business
has remained in the same place ever since.
Upon his return from graduate school, Michael
Evans began working at the fair in June 1994. He
now has numerous responsibilities, including
marketing and advertising for the fair, as well as
ordering books. Evans contacts various publishers
and purchases the items they have available.
Because publishers endure high fees for storing
the stock, the price per book decreases substantially, allowing Evans to sell the items for 60 to

IMM

■M

90 percent of the original price. According to Evans,
recent purchases were made from HarperCollins,
Dorllng Kindersley, The Lyons Press, Globe Pequot
Press and Penguin Putnam. Books also are often
received from Costco and Wal-Mart.
The books arrive by truck in large boxes called
palates, with each palate containing about 750 books
apiece, according to Evans. He compares the purchasing to "buying a snapshot of what's come back'
to the publisher in that period of time." Despite the
cheap prices, Evans says he must take the good with
the bad. "Our bestsellers don't necessarily follow
what the industry bestsellers are," he said. But with
about 40,000 titles on the shelves, Evans said he
gthe fair has something for everyone,
enior Tess Briggs first visited the fair in
October 2002. "I looked everywhere for a
book of poetry by John Donne for a
friend's birthday," she said. "It wasn't on
the shelf at any store in the mall, but the Green
Valley Book Fair had it. I was shocked."
Jessica Dorfman ('03) had a similar experience.
After searching the mall for a particular book, she
found it at the fair. "I came back with more than just
one book, though," she said. "I think I got seven or
eight books for about $30. That's ins.n
Many JMU faculty members are regular book fair
customers as well. Assistant professor in the writing
program Sarah O'Connor visit-. thr f.nr once or twice
a year. The main attraction to the fair is the low prices,
she said. While at the fair, she frequents the children's

and fiction sections, browsing not only for herself but
for others as well. "If I have to get gifts for people, It's
nice to get books," O'Connor said.
According to Evans, the Green Valley Book Fair
has a wide variety of customers. Anywhere from
3,000 to 5,000_ people visit the fair on opening day.
He enjoys the October book fair, which falls near
Homecoming, when students often come back to
the Valley and run into each other. Throughout the
rest of the year, college students account for 10 percent of fair visitors and the volume of student visitors usually increases in the fall, according to Evans.
He also mentions that students, some from JMU,
work at the fair during the summer.
The book fair also has its share of regulars. According
to Evans, the local historian "comes for Civil War books
a lot." Evans describes one woman who visits each fair
four or five times and looks at every single book on the
shelf. Although he doesn't always know the names of his
customers, Evans recognizes their faces. "1 see folks in
Lexington that I recognize from the book fair," he said.
While most customers are locals, some
travel a considerable distance to come
and browse the books. Evans has seen
people from Washington, D.C., a professor from Georgia and a man who visits while driving from his home in Tennessee to visit family in New
York. One Scotland native plans his trips to Virginia
around the dates of the fair. Sometimes even famous
people visit the Green Valley Book Fair.
Evans recalls the last day of the book fair in August
2001 when Malachy McCourt, who plays Francis P.
Blair in "Gods and Generals," came to the fair while
taking a break from filming nearby in Augusta
County. McCourt offered to sign all 30 copies of his
memoir that the book fair had stocked.
With such a booming business, it wouldn't be surprising for Evans and his sister to want to expand the
I.in Several years ago, they experimented with selling books by mail order and on the Internet, but
decided not to continue these practices.
"They became too much of a distraction from
what we do best," Evans explained. Evans and
Miller want to continue to do a good job organizing
the Green Valley Book Fair. "We're happy with
things running well here," Evans said.
Judging by the crowds that begin forming outside
the (air a half hour before it is scheduled to open, the
book fair appears a success. Although the competition is
usually tough to get into the tair, customers continue to
come back year after year, which just may prove that the
H .ill i~ well worth it.
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Focus

Poes your club
or organization have
an event coming up?

GET THE
WORD OUT
with FREE Breeze advertising
Advertising in The Breeze is a highly effective
A

H

way to inform students, faculty, and the

^®g*W ^A

Pub,ie about your organization, and now.

^^^^

«ach week, one 1/16 page ad is available

^A

for use by a university organization
at no cost. Ads can be reserved
questions, contact the
en-campus ads representative*
Ryan Pagan,
fWfr

at faganrjtcjmu.edu

James Madison University
Ciraiton-Stovall Theatre

■ran moat i

1

■ >'

OCTOBER
iii i i

A/TQ Yjp C ALL FILMS $2.50
NO BOOKBAGS
ALLOWED

Wednesdayl Thursday |

hriday

|

Saturday"

2nd Annual International I'ilni WegL Co-Sponsored with Madison International Association

*"t* VW&n
(ftrtn)

MEXICO
Wed. Oct. 1st 7 & 9:30 PM

IRAN
Thurs Od 2nd 7&9:WPM

CITY

g00 '*#§* together

BRAZIL
Fri.0ct.3id 7 & 10 PM

FRANCE
Sat. Oct 4th 7 & 10 PM

Paul Rudd

CHINA
Sun. Oct. 5th 7 & 9:30 PM

Rachel Weisz

THE SHAPE
01 -THINGS

%
I'll

".V 9.30 PM
?

»^

gi"

Co-Sponsore
Co-Sponsored with Fencing Club
Oct 15th- 18th

THE CURSE

d>

THFBLACK PEARL

TERMINATOR 3
RISE OF THE MACHINES
Tuw Ocl 21st tflPM
Wed Ocl 22nd 7 & 9:30 PM
rhurs Od 23rd 9:30 PM

UREC&UPB
present
Sawtooth
Film Festival
Tues Oct. 28th

/ f\

7& I0|>M

I LAWRENCE

jnu SMITH

BAD BOYS 11
Oct 29th & 30th
7 & 9:30 PM

FREDDY
IAS0N

vs
29th&30th

jfe*sA
-I0USE

«!

Oct 31st'& Nov. 1st 7&9-30'P\l
[idnight Show Friday with Costume (.. I,I

For more information, call the movieline at x86723 or check out upb.jmu.edu
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Rock the night away

What matters is not the softness of the
commercial's bed but that book laying
like a discarded corpse on the floor.

STYLE

Senior Mia Jones wins Rock
the Convo and will rock
Wilson Hall next weekend.
see story below

ZAK SALIH

All Things Literary
see story sage 15

Rock the Convo
Senior Mia Jones wins audition to open for country star Phil Vassar
BY MIKE MURLLER

contributing writer

Before the fame, before the hit albums
and before basking in wealth and stardom, all music artists have to accomplish
one task — signing a recorel deal. That is
what all five performers at Rock the
Convo, a battle of the bands, hoped to
accomplish eventually. By being able to
open for Phil Vassar, they hoped to gain
invaluable experience and exposure to
fans and record labels. But, only senior
Mia Jones could be the winner, according
tit the judges' decision.
Presented by the University Program
Board, "Rock the Convo" was designed
to give JMU students the opportunity to
fulfill their dreams of playing before a
cmwd of fans with a ma|or star in the
music industry, according to sophomore
| Becky Loyacano, UPB interim director
of public relations.
She said 15 entries were submitted
to the judges, who then narrowed the
field to five performers Tuesday night.
Each band was limited to 15 minutes
or three songs, which gave the judges
and the audience an equal chance to
decide who they liked the best, according to Loyacano.
fudges for Rock the Convo included
music professor Rick Digiallonado, senior and former UPB Director of Musical
Events Nick Ward, freshman and UPB
Director of Artists and Repertoire Sean
Brannigan, senior and Director of Label
Promotions Matt Stuart, and UREC
Programs Director Brooke Thompson.
The judges scored each act based on
six categories. One of the categories was
how well the performer would mesh
with Vassar. "We hope to select a band
that will be appealing to the JMU community, while also compatible with !*hil
Vassar's musical style," Loyacano said.
There was, however, a wider range

of music than just country presented.
Opening the night was the band
Stepanian. which provided the crowd
with one of two ixxrk performances.
Junior Ross Copperman, a sob artist,
tickled his keyboard on stage, coaxing-out
several songs about his life experiences.
Copperman was followed by Freddie
Long, who performed original country
songs with junior Chris Babb on drums.
Country singer Mia Jones, a senior, was
next, followed by Tragedy Letters, which
concluded Rock the Convo.
The repeated sentiment of each band
was that they wanted to get exposure in
order to sign a record deal. "We're in the
process of shopping around and getting
an album out," said senior Dan Morris,
a member of Stepanian. "We're trying to
play clubs all over the East Coast and
MQ what happens "
Upon receiving word that she had
won the contest, Jones said she was
"incredibly excited to be able to perform
with a country music star like Vassar.
"Last year I didn't know he was a
JMU [alumnusl, but 1 liked his music
before he was ever famous... and when
I found out he was from JMU, I was
like, 'I have to meet this man, and I have
to talk with him and I have to go to
Nashville and try it myself,'" Jones said.
Freshman Jason Roffenbcnder said,
"I though that the way they put the
show together made it a level playing
field for all of the groups. They didn't
require all of the groups to sing country
either. I think the whole event went
really well, although not many people
stayed the whole time."
Mia Jones will open for Phil Vassar
Oct. 11 and will be accompanied by her
band. Tickets for the show are still available at the Warren Hall Box Office.
As for her plans on what to do after
opening for Vasser, Jones said, "Graduate,
move to Nashville and go from there."

PHOTOS BY AMY PATERSON/

UPB sponsored Rock the Convo
Tuesday night In Festival. The five
competing artists are (counterclockwise from bottom left) senior
Dan Morris of Stepanian, Junior
Roes Copperman, Freddie Long.
senior Mia Jones and David
Hay good, left, and Jordan
MacFarlane of Tragedy Letters.
Jones won the Rock the Convo
competition, allowing her to open
for award-winning country musician
Phil Vassar Oct. 11.
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BY SARAH MANLEY

contributing writer
The Ahn Trio has been dazzling listeners all over the
globe in nearly 100 shows per
year, and this Friday at Wilson
Hall Auditorium, it will perform its vaunted "chamber
music with an edge."
Twin sisters Lucia and
Maria and older sister Angella
are the musically talented trio
from Korea who learned piano
at very early ages.
However, when Lucia
showed serious interest in the
piano at age 7, Maria and
Angella decided to branch out
and each learned cello and
violin, respectively, by age 8,
according to the group's Web
site wurw.ahntrio.com.
The sisters began calling
themselves "The Ahn Trio" after
their first public appearance on
Korean television in 197V, when
the girls all were under the age
of 10, me Web site states. Nearly
25 years later, the sisters have
four compact discs released and
have performed at such places
as Carnegie Hall, the Lincoln
Center and Chicago's Ravinia.
After attending The Julliard
School, all three sisters became
nationally recognized in the
United States when they were
featured in a Time magazine
article on "Asian American
Whiz Kids" in 1987
Many more features on
the sisters soon followed,
the Web site states, including coverage from NBC at
the Seoul Olympics in 1988,
articles in Vogue magazine.
The New York Times and
most recently The Ahn Trio
was named in People magazine's "50 Most Beautiful
People" 2003 issue.

-66
In their last two
CDs... the trio has
been trying
to expand their
audience — and they
are finding it.
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Ahn-core:
Sisterly trio
to take
bow Friday
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—Jerry Weaver

I 1 Mejk

executive assistant to the
dean of the College of Arts 4 Letters
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'T\iscan Sun' shines brightly at box office
BY TAMARA HATHAWAY

contributing writer
Academy Award nominal
Diane lane ("Unfaithful")
ibjMi brighter than the sun in
"Under the Tuscan Sun," the
film adaptation <it Frances
Mayes' Ttie New York Times
bestM'llcr ot the same title
In "Tuscan Sun," Lane is
joined by European film star
Vincent Riolta ("Captain
Corelli's Mandolin") and
comedienne Sandra
Oh
("The Princess Diaries").
Lane's character, Frances,
is a recent divorcee who
thinks everything is going
wrong in her life until her
best friend, Patti (Oh), sends
her on a tour of romantic
Tuscany, Italy.
During her two-week tour.

Frances spontaneously buys an
old house after she determines
that she does not want to return
to her problems in the United
States. She ultimately hopes
one day to rum the house into a
place where she can start her
life over again.
Frances' kindly real estate
agent, handsome Martini
(Kiotta), helps her find a
hard-working crew of Polish
immigrants to assist in fixing
up the place, and she goes
about establishing a life for
herself in a country that truly
and obviously celebrates life.
The movie was slightly
predictable, but in an entertaining way. Lane's excellent
portrayal of Frances made the
movie believable, although
one could say the plot was
slightly far-fetched.

"UNDER THE
TUSCAN SUN"
STARRING:
DIANE LANE
AND SANDRA OH
RATED: PG-13
RUNNING TIME:
113 MINUTES
*W

Orafton-Stovall Theatre:
• International Film Festival

Oct. 2 through Oct. 8

i& tut

The acting of Riotta complemented that of Lane, and
after seeing the film, one
could not imagine anyone
else playing his role.
Viewers really could feel
his compassion as their relationship progressed throughout the movie.
The script was well-written

New Movies:
Regal Cinemas:
• Loel In Translation
• The School of Rock
• Out of Time

*4B{

and well-thought out.
There were some loose
ends throughout the course of
the movie, but by the closing
scene, the plot was tied together beautifully.
The movie is filled with
unexpected romance, heartbreak and comedy. Director
Audrey Wells' ("The Truth
About Cats and Dogs") cinematography was well done.
The shots of brightly colored
landscapes held the attention
of the viewer, giving him or
her a feeling of contentment
and relaxation.
The amazing scenery captured by Wells in the film,
which was shot on location,
makes the film all the more
remarkable. The Tuscan cities
and landscapes are stunning
and picturesque with their

old architecture and magnificent countrysides.
This film is charming,
witty, romantic, adventurous
and visually stunning. "Under
the Tuscan Sun" was an encouraging movie for those who
have had to go through any
significant hardship and then
had to work to rebuild from
the pieces left behind
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"I guess 1 was most
impressed when 1 saw The
Ahn Trio at the Association for
Performing Arts Conference
in New York," said Jerry
Weaver, executive assistant to
the dean of the College of Arts
& Letters."Their music is classical, but it has an edge."
The Ahn Trio's latest project, "Ahn-plugged," is its
way to "present classical
music in a modern, alternative format," according to the
group's Web site.
In their last two CDs,
Ahn-plugged' and 'Groovebox,'
the trio has been trying to
expand their audience — and
they are finding it," Weaver
said. "I thought this would be
something that (JMU] students would be interested in
because it's different than
chamber music." '
The event is being sponsored
by the College of Arts & Letters
Encore Series and the Center for
Multicultural and International
Student Services.
For more information on the
upcoming event or to purchase
tickets, call the Masterpiece
Season Box Office at x8-7000.

Places to go and things to do this weekend:
• Alston's Pub
Ki Theory ■ playing Friday at 9 p.m.
SouH Font » ptayng Saturday at 9 p m. Cai
432-0610 tor mm IreormeaOn.
• Taylor Down Under
- Wglnra Stale Bruegress champion*.

I Flats, paying Late Nignt Friday
Shew Begins el 11:M p.m Free admlsaon

admrsaon SaUday nrgnt with JAC Card.
Cel 434-7282 lor more mrbrniaOori

• HtQhsBwn PavUHoo
-DJOa«»ctoptyTrMSdriyend
SaUdey night. 16 Cover charge Staring at
9 pm. Thmdey aw) to p.m Saturday. Free

• Flnnlgan' a Cove
-Jimmy O to play Thursday night at
10 pm $3 cover at the door Cel 433*674
•or more rntbmmaon.
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Homecoming Step Show
Featuring teams from

k

JMU, ECSU, GMU, VCU, VA TECH, NC
A&T
Saturday, October ll,k
&00pm
7:00pm Doors Open
Wilson Hall Auditorium
$8 in advance
$10 at tne door

Purchase Tickets lo Ihc Step Show at the Warren Hall Box
Office located on the 3rd floor of Warren Hall or call (540)
568-7960.

/Vtter Party
featuriBgBridgeG'.p
Entertainments
*^mWPGC95.51nDC

■■

In a class of Us own.

11:00pm -2:00am
Godwin Hall Gymnasium
$3 w/ Step Show Ticket Stub & an
I.D.
$5 w/o Ticket Stub & an I.D.
■afis
^ Co-sponsored by: Black & Latino Greek Caucus and the
(y 4^T- ^® >£'cn,er for Multicultural/International Student Services
13'

O

w

Bit

fM CMAHtOTTBVIUl
»rMSTONA«NU«

MONDAYJWVW
SATURDAY

,r. v*::
iH.,7,,

MM

I0AM-»M
»AM W

■mm

M

» i. : '^ACHARIOTTESVIIICCOM

For more information, contact the Center for Multicultural/International Student Services (CMISS)
at (540) 568-6636. niullictilturalialjniu.edu. or viait our website: http://www.iniu edu/multiculiuial

Coming UpatTDU...
Oct. 10-The Blues
are Back
Oct. 17-Stay up Late
at Home!
Oct. 24 - The John
Moosa Band
Nov. 14 - Indigenous
Womb
Nov. 21 - New & Improv'd

VA State Bluegrass
Champions!

For more Info, SM US at thaTDU Information DMk

October 3rd at 11:30pm
Ladies play FREE in the Corner Pocket***

—■

«ft
*£fe.
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Well worth the wait

Cozy bed no sub
for worthy book
Watching television in the last
few months no doubt has caused
viewers to stumble upon the oftrepeated commercial for Westin
Hotels and Resorts. The comimi
rial itself is nothing more th.in ,1
simple motion
a nun .isloep in
an enormous, white-sheeted bed
rolls over. He appears to be sleeping the soft, comfortable sleep of
someone who doesn't endure the
torture of daily 8 a.m. classes.
For the advertis.'m,nt\
developers, this movement is no
doubt the crux of the piece; lettering that t.ules in and out like
dreams promises us "A Bed So
Comfortable.''
Cut to a shot of the man's limp
hand hanging off the edge of the
bed and the slow focus on a book
lying open on the floor. More
dreamv letters continue the pmmisc: "You Won't Be Able To C „ t
Past Page One." So, apparently
Westin Hotels have comfortable
beds. For me here at All Things
Uterary, that is not acceptable.
What matters is not the softness of
the commercial's bed but that
book laying like a discarded
corpse on the floor
No doubt the advertisers
could have plucked any title from
any number of books; they even
could have made up a title. But
instead they chose to give us the
title of the book — none other that
James Joyce's infamously lengthv
and complex "Ulysses" In the
reality of television commercials,
the novel remains discarded perpetually on the carpeted floor of a
dream hotel room. In mv own
reality, the novel now sits in the To
Be Read pile on my desk.
Unlike the narcoleptic paasy
who apparently cannot read past
page one — which, might I remind
you, merely is the title page — I

plan on getting much farther.
The first time 1 ever heard
about the tome that is "Ulysses"
was in 10th grade Knglish, when
the teacher read the onduding
lines of the character Mollv
liloom's t.unously orgasmic
monokigue, in which sexual climax and wedding proposal
become intertwined through constant n-petition of the word "Yes."
Since then, the novel's title
always has become synonymous
with large, intneate novels that
require separate books of annotated notes to decode; the kind of
book that proves a reading can be
not just fun but hard work as
well. Modeled after Honni'i
"Odyssey," the novel follows
tlinv characters through the
course of their dailv lives and utilizes
as a cursory flip thmugh
the pages will show — a variety
of narrative forms, including long
blixrks of unpunctuated text and
what appears to be portions written in screenplav format.
lor now, I'm going to go
through a first reading without the
aid of any annotated notes and
then turn back down the road and
endure a more meticulous reading.
I've done it before with "Portrait of
the Artist as a Young Man" and
"Lolita," and the second reading
always has been more fulfilling
after that first reckless one.
Perhaps I'm committing a literary crime by reading this novel
without any aid — the equivalent
of a sightless man searching for a
needle in a haystack the size of
Texas. Still, who ever could have
guessed that a silly commercial
pnimoting comfortable beds
Would end up being the perfect
way to advertise what promises
to be a time-consuming, and
pmbably engrossing, read.
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Hundreds of anticipating
311 and Allen Ant Farm
fan* camped out In the
College Center Grand
Ballroom a* early as
8 a.m. Tuesday to ensure
their ticket purchase for
the upcoming Oct. 24
show at the Convocation
Center. Freshman Ashley
Navarre, right, an avid
311 and Allen Ant Farm
fan, has been playing
cards since 9 a.m while
waiting In line for tickets.
Tickets did not go on sale
until 10 p.m. that night.
Ticket sales open to the
general public today
and are $29 each,
limit four per buyer.

ifc (gathering
Live Praise and Worship Band
Thursday, Oct. 2 at 5:30pm
Christian Student Union
Corner of Main and Cantrell
For more information, contact hayesal@jmu.edu
A<s i i n l\n i 1 ^ J^iM
»'lllll I >|uii,>
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FALL SPECIALS
Full Set
sao&up
Fill in
$13* UP
Manicure
SIC
S10 Parafin Wax Included
Pedicure
S18Withloot spa
Eyebrow Wax
SB
Body Wax
Ask for price
French Manicurel
S5
American Manicure
lira
S5
Airbrush Design

pro,ess|ona| Nai| Care

* F°o1 spa

Salon For Ladies & Gentlemen

6 Tailor and Cleaners, Inc.
Over 20 Years Experience
Custom Tailoring & Alterations
Tuiedo. Wedding Gown
Fit Any Site or Shape
Fait Work
Reasonable Prices

Dry Cleaning Service
Laundry Shirt Service
Free Buttons

' 10% Discount
'■ UP to $15:00
! Alterations only

Harrisonburg Crossing Shopping Center

$4.99 a Foot

4pm - Midnight

Hours: Mon.-Wed. 10am - 8pm
Thurs.-Sat. 9am-8pm. Sun. 11am-5pm
In Town Center. Behind Valley Mall

801-8070
Walk Ins welcome
Gilt Certificates available
WE ACCEPT LOCAL CHECKS
& ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR

" 'Haffowccn
The Haunfed Cornftefd

CELEBRATION COMMITTEE
INTEREST MEETING
When: October 6th & 7th
Where: Taylor 405
Time: 7pm-8pm

! back
r

Orl. 10,11

17,1fl

r,

747s

Trvir. PH. * ^*'
Orl. WV * FW1
horn CroH Key* Rd
Turn toil on Porl ■■Putin Rd.
Go ) 2 m ond fu.n If* on NOT* Id.
Go 18 m. ond Mr. OMO Vollry V«w Id
Go 1m, CoroMdonnoM

taa «i 33

For n»re informalion conlact:
Ik Center for Multicultural International Student Services at (540 568-6536,
via email multicultural^ imu.edu or visit our website www.jmu.edu/multicultural

11~' ^ p*"* *■.

Pfnn lord turn south on lowytt Rd
GoJ4ir. Wn^honrWltRd
GoOBm, ond n,.n If* on» Vbky V«-Rd
Galisla
<.on.Rt.M0
Tu.n,mlonPo.t«fpubl«Rd
Go6iw ondkMnnahlonLowytf Rd
Go Jl m o~dlu.no. Good. MJRd
GoOS.ni ondtu.nr.gnt on lonolyRd
GoOSmbi

fl:no,-. -non,..
Attnfeafan '0.00
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sweet:
it's called hiptop", it's full color, and it fits in your hand.
go ahead, e-mail, surf the web.
it comes with AOL Instant Messenger:
with fully integrated PDA.
check out our cool hiptop1 plans, starting as low
as $29.95 a month.
I AW Wireless

wecetit SunCom
MwTtaoftfwAHrttMMiNrtnwIi

sro«Ei
MABRISONBURG
Mark«piac« Shoppw
1*66 East Market St. Suite B
(across from Valley Mall ntar
Books-A-Million)

STAUNTON
Colonial Mall
(by JCPenney)
1331 Greenville Ave
540-886-4054
(M-Sat ioj-9p, Sun 12:30-5:30^)

5«O-24«-«440

Shenandoah Plaza
1408 Greenville Ave
(across from Colonial Mall)
540-255*380

l»liw« I-n» oflar. S|j KlivHion tM *nd ij-moixh

i^EEF"-^^^^

(ovnuwt S»# nrvri tot

1 B
ThcNuntcHK

Don't be FORGOTTE
remember to take your yearbook picture!

ONE LAST WEEK!
September 29- October 3

Taylor 402 and Taylor 405

Monday 1p.m. - 5p.m. Tuesday-Friday 9a.m.-5p.m.
$5 sitting fee for yearbook picture (underclassmen and seniors)
$15 for yearbook picture + cap/gown picture (seniors only!)

but yearbooks are free for everyone!
Seniors: Forgot to return the card you received over the
summer? You can still get vour picture taken!
Questions? Call Gina at 568-6541
or email <jmu_bluestone@yahoo.com>
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"We need to improve on our
intensity — we really haven't
executed well early."
MATT LEZOTTE

red-shirl junior quarterback

MEN'S GOLF

'Special talent' Woodson dreams of PGA wins
Senior captain continues success while helping teammates improve
BY MATT BROWNLEE

staff writer

RLE PHOTTVAm Pauivn
Senior captain Jay Woodson works on Nt swing at a practice
poor to the JMU Invitational heM at Lakevtew Go* Courae.

Play a pickup game of just
about any recreational sport, and
senior Jay Woodson needs to be at
the top of every draft list.
Football? As a high school student at Powhatan High School, he
was an all-state quarterback and
comerback Basketball? He was a
two-time all-district shooting
guard and third on Powhatan's
all-time scoring list Volleyball?
His vertical leap flirts with the 40inch mark. And, oh yes, he also
plays golf from time to time.
Jay Woodson is the golf team
captain, a two-time defending
Virginia Amateur champion, an
All-Colonial Athk>tic Association
athlete, was one of last year's last
year's JMU Male Athlete of the
Year finalists and a potential
Academic Ail-American.
"I want people to know that
I'm a dreamer, just like everyone
else," Woodson said. "I dream
about winning tournaments on
the PGA tour, but I really want to

be an achiever. 1 want to make it
happen, and I'm going to work as
hard as I can to make it happen."
Woodson has done much to
make his dream a reality while .it
JMU. As a sophomore, he earned
All-CAA honors with a secondplace finish in the conference
championships and led the team
with a 72-stroke average for the
season. Last year, Woodson
again led the team in scoring
average and recorded nine top20 finishes, including three second-place tmphies.
"Jay Woodson is just a special
talent," coach Paul Gooden said.
"I've played with a lot of great
players, and he's got it. Sam
Sncad once said that desire and
ability will make you a great pro,
and Jay has both."
Woodson thus far cert.iinlv
Mem to have il"' physical ability
aspect of his game in check. His
swing has been clocked at 180
miles per hour, equivalent to that
of Tiger Woods' During his successful defense of the Virginia
Amateur Championship this past

summer, Woodson helped build
his k?ad to five strokes after driving the green on a 328-yard par 4
hole. Even in practice Woodson
rums heads, as he did last
Saturday when he shot a 9-under
par round of 63 at Lakeview Golf
Course, breaking the previous
course record of 64, which had
stood for over two decades
The wealth of ability, however, has not come without a great
deal of hard work.
"You have to run him off the
.iriving range," Gooden said.
"You can see the physical difference in him since his freshman
year. He came in and was willing
to learn; he's done everything it
takes to be successful."
Junior teammate Jairo lrreno
-.ml lay works about an hour or
more than any player on the team
any given day at practice. Jay also
works out five times a week,
while the team is only scheduled
for two weekly workouts."
Even with his own game to
worry about, Woodson is committed to making everyone

around him better as well,
according to lrreno. lrreno
notes that Woodson often
spends hours helping team
members improving their own
iwtngt, while Gooden has left
locker rooms so Woodson can
lead team meetings.
"Jay is always making time to
help out fellow teammates with
their games, even though he
strives to perfect his own," junior
teammate Jason Robertson said.
"He is a great friend and teammate. and works just as hard to
rrukc the rest of the team as good
as he is striving to be."
And just how good is
Woodson striving to be? The
man who first picked up clubs
at age 4 and already has experienced a wide array of athletic
success said he believes he still

hai.! ten io n,

"The ultimate goal is to have
a successful career on the PGA
tour," Woodson said. "Maybe I'll
define success later, when I've
proven myself a little more and
it's not all lip service."

FOOTBALL

Dukes to enter cat fight
Replacements named, JMU to face No. 3 'Nova
BY VVI S HHNKI.

OttitUmt s/mrls editor
The Dukes hit the mad Saturday to take on
undefeated Villanova University (4-0), who
blew Diit both Hampton University and the
I mwrsity of New Hampshire, while upsetting
Division-IA Temple University.
Lejl week, Villanova efficiently disposed
.it preseason Atlantic 10 favorite
Northeastern University, 28-7, and turned
some heads in the process en route to earning
a No. 3 ranking in the nation.
While impressed with what the Wildcats
have done thus far this season, coach Mickey
Matthews doesn't see the matchup as an upset
bid, but merely a chance to gain a win within
conference play. Matthews had nothing but high
.u claim foe Villanova, but said he expects his
boys to play with the Wildcats.
"We haven't played as good a team as
Villanova in the A-10 since I've been at JMU,"
Mattings said. "I've never seen a team dominate statistical categories like they have — defen-IU K they hold teams under 300 yards, on
offense theV'rc putting up over 500, all while not
turning the ball over. The/re the best team in
I >•■> Won I-AA football right now."
For JMU to meet Matthews' expectations, the
squad will need to make improvements in a
number of departments, ranging from personnel
adjustments to improving individual levels of
pin .ill while managing to nurse injuries that
gradually have depleted JMU's roster thus far
this season, according to Matthews.
The most nwnt Dukes that will be held out
lor this weekend's game are red-shirt freshman
wide receiver D.D. Boidey and red-shirt sophoii* in-, defensive tackk* Demetrius Shambley and
nit.iisiu' tackk' Trent Bosley. Boxley, who has
beanjMI -m.iMi,l.tpthrcatrhis9eason.willbe
sidelined with a pulled quadracep, while
Munihk'y will have season-ending right ankksurgery Bosky will have season-«nding knee
after tearing his loft anterior cruciate ligament last weekend.
Man watching game fifm, the coaches have
irt junior strong safety Jay
Paige, w ho started List week, will be replaced in
i.mi ot aaj -hirt runkir Ronddl Bradley.
With the ,KMS s*vmingly against the Dukes,
when "ill tlic focus be this weekend for JMU?
Red-ehkl junior quarterback Matt IfZoth?
will iH-ctl tustep up and k*ad the offense with the
intention to keep pace with Villanova's highodane attack according to Matthews. LeZotte is
coming oft a solid performance where he threw
for three touchdowns and 248 yards.
\\y mill to improve on our intensity — we
really haven't executed well early," LeZotte said.
It - s.im'tliing that's been lacking in the first
hall the past few weeks. We need to play on the
lew I ur'u'uipabk" of playing on."
According to Matthews, the second aspect
tii! etti'nsiw siniess will be to get the
gnuind game going early. Banks went down
with an in|iirv early last weekend, and red-liiit irishman tailback Maurice Fenner
couldn't replace Banks and keep the ground
attack inoyinc, in stmle
"Locale, Akin early hurt,'' Matthews said.
Maurice Cam In and wasn't prepared. When

Kicking issues
nothing new
The kicker to JMU's young season has been
... well, the kicker.
The Dukes' kicking woes tour games into the
season have to have left both the team and coach
Mickey Matthews with a feeling of deja vu.
Through the firs* (out of JMU's games, red-shirt
junior kicker Burke George is only 2-for-6 in field
goal attempts. George's only two
makes are from 20 yards and 23
ON THE
yards — simple chip shots for any
SIDELINES
collegiate level kicker.
Against the University of
Massachusetts last Saturday,
George missed the Dukes' field
goal attempt from 32 yards out
and also shanked an extra point
attempt off the goal post.
Those misses pmmpted
Matthews to replace Gei»rge with
sophomore punter Nick
Fnglehart, who nailed both extra
point attempts. Matthews Mid
DREW
Wednesday that a decision
WILSON
between George and Englehart
would be made later in the week
for Saturday's game at VUlanova University.
"Our kicking game has certainly hurt us,"
Matthews said. "It's time to give someone else
an opportunity."
So why the deja vu? The same situation occurred
two seasons ago. Then-senior kicker/punter Mike
Glover ('02) was a preseason Ad-Atlantic 10 firstteam selection. Gkwer was aiming off a season in
which he was named to the All-A-10 third team —
and that included battling a groin strain during the
season. So, entering his senior season, he only was
supposed to get better, right?
Not quite. Glover went O-for-3 befbn' getting limited to punting duties as tlxn-fn-shman George
replaced him. George proved he was worthy and
finished the season 10-for-13 in field goal attempts.
George's impressive freshman year earned him a
preseason All-A-10 first-team selection. Wfould the
All-A-10 curse snag George just as it had Glover?
Not immediately George went 13-ftw-2l, dnipping
his percentage from 76.9 percent to 61.9 percent
However, it seems as though me curse finally has
caught up with him.
Matthews said the two situations aren't comparable. "I think every siuahon is different," Matthews
said. "I don't think you can draw parallels."
Will it catch up to Fnglehart too, if he replaces
George? V\kll, he hasn't been selected to any All-A10 teams yet Although, he was named the A-10
Special Teams Player of the Week for Aug. 31.
Maybe Fnglehart should fry not to put up too
impn-vNive numbers. Instead, he should just go
about business under the radar. He wouldn't want
to attract the attention of the A-10 voters, now
would he? That might be bad, especially if he wants
to keep his job.
Or maybe a solution to the problem could be calling up a former alumnus. Former Duke and NFL
kicker Scott Norwood ('82) probably isn't doing
much these days. Besides, he would be a great person to ask advice on how not to shank a field goal.
Norwood has n-ceived plenty of advice from
angry Buffalo Bills fans since Super Bowl XXV in
1991, when he missed a would-be game-winning
47-yard field goal. The miss with eight seconds left
led him to become one of the bi^gtst all-time goats
in sports. On a brighter note, however, Norwood
made over 72 percent of his career field goals in his
•*'\ in war NFL seasons. That has to be worth something, right?
Drew Wifccm is a senior SMAD major wiw Ivpes the
kicking curse ends soon.

* A

I II I I'HomlanDcan
Rad-«hlrt freshman running back Alvln Banka maka* a cut up field against Virginia Tech.
plays and tackk? better, according to Matthews.

66
I've never seen a team dominate
statistical categories like they
have... They're the best team in
Division I-AA football right now.
— Mickey Matthews
football coach

99we missed blocks up front, we ran the ball well,
and when we had the blocks up front, we didn't
run the ball well — we need to improve. It'll be
hard to move the ball on Villanova because they
play really aggressive with an eight-man front"
LeZotte said, "I think we need to increase
our time of possession, and you can only do
that by running the ball. Once we establish the
running game, we can go from there "
Offensively, JMU can't expect to shut down
Villanova totally, but it needs to eliminate big

"villanova's offense uses a lot of Wing-T formation principkis, which pmduces misdirection
plays," Matthews said. "They had two 100-yard
rushers last weekend where all the yards came
m misdinvtiim plays."
The defense must remain disciplined
.n;.iuist the Wildcats' multipk' formations and
possible misdirection plays that can catch
defenses out of position and vulnerable to a
big play. Matthews slid the Dukes can be
expected to nin numerous /one packages.
"|Villanova| is a very well-balanced team
playing with a lot of confidence," Dick rkipkins,
defensive axirdinator/defensive backs coach,
said. "They run the same plays out of different
formations VWrnust tivusnn leveraging the ball
pniperly ami get the pnipcr run support."
Another focal point for the unit will be keying
on quarterback Joe Casamento, who k'ads trie A10 with 258.8 passing yards per game, with a
164.8-passing rating. Casamento's success is
reliant upon the Wildcats' ability to run the ball
effectively, according to Hopkins.
see JMU, page 18
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JMU:Big
A-lOgame

i.ui-st Predictor

FOOTBALL

I*

JMU. from pap 17
'We have ti> lake cant of tiurun first," Hopkins Mid
"We mil) lo eel their offense
behind the .h.iins .ind stay
ahead of schetlule. kDWAOUl
dictate the pace nt the ^lmc
to them The last one and .1
half
quarters
[agalMl
UMass|. we played like I
know we're capable of — we
need to take that momentum into tins week-'
Football in the Atlantic 10
is a game that is reliant upon
Mean execution and confidence in a £ame plan,
Matthews said. The Dukes
know what needs to be done
to in order lo e,ivc the
Wildcats a game — now it's
just a matter of fulfilling
their rules And if JMU can
put it all together and bring
home a victory, the team will
sim'lv beat the odds — but
don't label it an upset

k#6

Pigskin is Paramount!

Season total. .
Last week

The undotuitud tavims slowly but surety
arv elchini; ,1 nuirk m the loss column each
w.vk 111 trv a^k^ilr ranks. With about a
thinl of the HMSOII <k\i<unted for, the cuntenckTs need to separate themselves horn
the pretenders. Then again, if you re i
school like Virginia Tech, you can feel free h>
pad unit schedule and not play a bonafkle
national tide cuntender until November. If
you haven't heard by now, the No. 17ranked University of Ninthem Illinois still is
undefeated. What college football fan isn't
pulling for the I luskies to thnnv a wrench
into the Bowl Championship Series plan?
In NFL action, week six should provide
some exciting action, that just may make Of
bn',ik some teams playoff hopes Steve
Spurrier's Washington Redskins desperately need a win this week to avoid a turn for
the worse, especially because their schedule
finally will provide some legitimate teams.
As for the office actions, lot's let thi
picks do the talking this week. Oh, by the
way, we welcome photo editor I .aura bean
to the weekly fun — but Washington?

Wn pe'cermige

WeeHetnel
HeHMeMe

Drew Wilson
Da Boss
32-23
8-3
580

35-20
6-5
640

Alison Fargo
Ths Short One
31-24
6-5
.560

I aura Dean
Klepto
35-20
7-4
640

Brsd Rlcherde
B-Rk*
29-26

5-6
.530

College
USC 9 Arizona St.
Michigan O low*
Kansas St 0 Texas

USC

USC

Michigan

Michigan

Texas

Texas

Tertnaeoee 0 Auburn

Tennessee

Tennessee

Oregon St. @ California

Oregon St

Oregon St.

JMU (a'Villanova

Villanova

Villanova

Villanova

Villanova

Villanova

New England
Miami
Green Bay
Kansas City
Philadelphia

Tennessee
New York
Green Bay
Kansas City
Philadelphia

Tennessee

Tennessee

New England

Seattle

Seattle
Kansas Otv

Green Bay

Philadelphia

Washington

Pro
Tenn. 8 New England
Miami O New York Giants
Seattle @ Green Bay
Denver O Kansas City
Washington @ Phila.

New York

Kansas Cily
Philadelphia

TAMES UCHONE

GREAT FOOD
REASONABLY PRICED

1V1

annq

jewelry

ible Pleasures K^afe
"WHenjMV Buys its engagement rings."

Join us for
Homecoming Weekend!

»V*

Now open for Lunch and Dinner
Monday-Saturday
• Fresh baked breads and goodies
• Homemade soups and salads
• Care packages
• Boar's Head Dell
• Catering for all occasions

75 Court Square, Harrisonburg
(bfoet to lBank\Of America)
433-1833

*98 )(mmJLUU.

L

364*2988

THIS WEEK IN ATHLETICS!

500,000 New Books

60%-90% off retail

.V 7Tf/T

Congratulations to Gifford Hall,
winner of tha M's Day Tnama
RwWance Hall Competition!
Ramatnbar Novambar 15«, hi
Jaracy Day and the naxt chanca
for your hall to win!

if*

Large Selection of Best Selling Authors

«
Ticket Questions?
Call 568-DUKE
^vm

Volleyball vs. Towson

7 p.m.

Open Only During Scheduled Dates from

lohiAoemi
ty 0a»m HtCekfh
luihuwiatalSIB9SI
Oer Price '6.50

7 p.m.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 4
Women's Soccer vs. George Mason
Volleyball vs. George Mason

®

7 p.m.
7 p.m.

toU

2 p.m.

M Nth-Mine
tuhrmrnMSIMS)

Only '5.00

,■

Dukaa vi. Richmond (Oct. 11 at 3 p.m.)
Student ticket* may be picked up at Common* Day on

/

Thursday, October 9,11 am- 2pm or *t the Athletlci Ticket
Office, Entrance D ot the Convocation Center, Monday,
October6-Friday,October 10, 9am- 5pm.
YoumoatprnentyourJACtoreceiveyourUcket

fc^rr-^,

www.Jmu.edurnomacoming

UNMaV

Thousands ol Children's
Books from Preschool
thru Young Adult
inducting board books DKlure
books "I (on (HO" t other
eorly reoders Knotty (
CaldMolt owid m*trs. young
odoll. nonritim end r.wliran-

Green Ynllr-v

i

lam. Sfwn/t (*«m.
'renr/i CoaW. Men,
Omlm

i

^N*Tt«Jt

Grey'i Ami—if
Ikaktm)
Only-7.50

Plus...
Great selections of religion, American
I world history, political science, fiction
t literature, science 1 nature, audio
books, comparer books, cooking, health
a self-help, travel, reference and more.
Tkt Gre«l tig Tim my
el leetrit Pettm
■tin tm onfmi jutifjrij
Ihtrrktntr)

Only '6.50
AWJaa Itttlket

»Htwtmdn\tinlbbiur
liommttMi iMSKMi

(My'5.00

rVWt Sekdlon el
heck Your sell
lignii TMn

Only ■>) 0.00

Only'S.OO

Only '5.00

Doily

(bt«rko»er)

Oer Price'6.50

HomleiHeMoiys

9AM-7PW

rVWir/ko

t 'Mob'i Hhluy
$1Iht United Slitti
IsohnntrrttttlSllOO)

InhmntolSltKl

HOMECOMING TICKETSI

For scores, schedules, highlights and more, go to-.

I

Discovery Travel Adventures Series

Soccer matches played at Reservoir Street Fields.
Volleyball played in Sinclair Gym/Godwin Hal.

~T£T

a»,%»«(Vi

ktheKUe

ky Joiepk 1. tKi
(hnikovei ieMd SM 00)

fomdkm •/•'»«..

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 5
Men's Soccer vs. Hofstra

kmlmmi

October 4 thru 19

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 3
Men's Soccer vs. Drexel

turn*

><IH,

t

c
I

;-r

lOuonhkn hmtted. arrive Mtry lor 1ml selection)
lototed IS minules south ol JMU Take 181 lo nil
240. lorn tost on id 617 4 wkh lor the signs
www.gvbooklair.tom/jmu

BOOKFAIR
2192 Green Valley Ln., Mt. Crawford, VA 2284 I |8 00) 3850099
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CLASSIFIEDS
FOR RENT

Tee-eMrte For Just 61.80 Each!
Oft & Thrift. 227 N. Mam

Only $15 In run your
"For SaJt" ud for tin

• Cily large bedroom.
rtnf room.
private bath.
| S450/montft until August, includes
III utilities, cable, high speed
I Internal. Cad 540 271 2789
1 Relate NeeeX - for Devon
Lane tcwnhouae call 4338541 or
421A817.
'■"■"■• wmwmrmmiw ■ ■>■■■■ - iur

brand new townhouse. $320 oer
I month with new furniture. 1285
I without furniture Call Semantha,
I 54024ft 1622 rje*men§m«»)mu edu
4 Betfreoei. 2.5 •—. .™
Cat 4338541 or 4216817

(whknem- comes first ,!
This cAO H BA«I now ihrouitil
Dec 5 and oni) .iir*e» lo
»K«using m thr fa Sak" •mum
Ada must be 20 wads or test
Offer appau to mthvtdiui turn
onl> Rflnl su«t and baekKSbo
do rw oaaBf) h* das apecu) cfln
All ads are subext to
drear approval
DOT t

Twe tedroerm m Three BedraoM.
One Level Deptai private bath,
hardwood ftoora. new conetruction,
W/D. air, modem kitchen. »500. or
t300 for one bedroom Cal 8338104.
102 Maryland Avenue.
'■■Mug Cwpet Compare our
spacious houses, duplexes and
apartments. See photos, prices
and current availability for 2004
2005 at wwwcasflopropfrtx.com.

IMS Pom*. 144 - 94K miles. 5
speed, removable sunroof, new
Pirelli tires, beautiful car inside and
out. *6.995. Call 54074O8245.
Iff 7 Mama Carlo • red. 2 door.
spoiler, eicetler* condition. 04.300
miles, loaded, new tires. $3,995.
Call 8300444
Heme tot Ida • Dresser, mirror,
hufliboy. wardrobe, full boisprtngs.
coffee table with 3 end tables. TV
cart, rechner. Must sell, prices
negotiable. Chris. 4388257
MHini Mi 2000 Henda C—800 •
aicaHht conoWon. yerlow with black
Irlm. new tiree. 9,000 mini.
negotiable. http://Oet>jmu.adu/b"c
Can 421 7243.

Johnson Mandate New wHh Qlg
■ag • $75: square neck Regal
Dobro with cesa. $275; 26 key
accordion with case. $175. o.b.o.
Cad 4344625.

entire semester or
until your ilem sells

A Spring Bi
(or 5-

r Needed - sMrfc
i travel fret
i and parties
i-o i
nmmissions
w*m.$w*piMhlours com
1400-4 ?6 7710

Frateraltlea, Sererttlee. CMe.
StedeM greaaa • Earn $1,000
$2,000 this semester with a
proven Campusfundraiser 3 hour
fund raising event. Our free
programs make fund raising easy
with no nsks. Fund raising dates
are filing quickly, so get with the
program! It works.
Contact
CanvusfundratBer at 1«8&0233238.
or visit wv^.campusfunoVaiser com

maa out on this grot deal!

568-6127
Pentium MMX - 200 MHz. 32M
RAM. 8G hard drive. 24X CDROM.
Windows 98. Office 97. HP DesM|et
520. 2 HP 26 cartridges. $200
o.b.o Call 612-2244 or email
d0fOgaw»a>) iu.edu.

$250
a day potential Local positions.
l«0O2933985. art 215

Cocker Spaniel Puppies • AKC
registered, buff. red. spotted.
Shots and wormed. Cute. toveaWe
indoor and outdoor pets. $250.
Cal< 2348899

Looking For a Fan JebT Classic
Photography Inc. Is aeeklng several
outgoing, responsible students to
rare and tram aa photographers to
cover student organization parties
and events. Car needed. Contact
Manasa Cat toMree (886) 822-2897
marlssa4*sfncWycras sic com

1892 Ford EaeJerer - good
condition, new ores, $5,000 o.b.o.
Call Mike. 4354369.
1888 Ford Maatang IX •
hatchback, auto,
excellent
condition. 61,000 miles, cruise,
premium sound, sunroof, alloy
wheels, beautiful car. $3,950. Call
289*420

FALL EXPANSION
■
•
•
•
•
•

Huy u classified ad and
get your ad listed on the
Web for FREE!

MtPtnitMMAvulahk
Customer Service/Saks
Work Around Claitet
SV.J5 Base/Appl
All Age* 18*
Condition* Apply

USA Spring Break • Cancun.
Bahamas, Acapulco. Jamaica &
more Don't be fooled! Go with
quakty and eipenencel 26 years In
business Largest student tour
operetor (Division of USA Studenl
Travel). Call loll free. 1-877460
6077 Now also hiring campus
raps. Earn 2 free trips for 15
travelers and $$.

Do

YD* Want to Write
tot The Braeie?
Tht eVeem Is looking for writers
for New*. Sports. Style, Focus
and Opinion. Call 5686127
for more information

8a Many e^Baee* Osajs»|a»_~
Book direct with the established
leader in Spring Break travel
Better trips, better puces. Early
booking incentives Book now wth
a small deposit. 1800367 1252.
www sptingxaakairect.com

Tired of Terrible DJ'st Call Ml>
Master Mike's Entertainment
442-9097.
Leaning Far a Friend? I wHI hang
out with you for $10 an hour. Call
Mike. 438-3506
rn*e55664»comcasl.o«

Cancun. Acapulco. Nassau.
Jamaica! 7 nights from $459 *
tail includes breakfasts, dinners.
Guaranteed lowest prices and best
party schedule. The only Spring
Break company recognized for
outstanding ethics! Visit the best
Spring Break site on the web • view
100a of hotel videos and reviews
at www.SonngBreakTrwvel.com
Call 1*006766386.

Homecoming Accommodations
Double room with private bath.
Close to campus. Bad and
breakfast. $100 for two nights
Call 434-7162

www. workforstude nts.com

Campus Reps Needed! Be a
Campus Rep for the only Spring
Break company recognized for
outatandtfig ethical Earn free trips
and cash' 1 8006786386
www. SpnngBraakTrovci com

Spring Break Reps Needed • to
promote campus trips Earn cash
and 2 free tnpsl Wo fain you.
1800367 1252
www spnngbraakdract.com

Duke Dog Throwing Homecoming
Bash! loin me and 15.000 of my
closest rnends on October 10 12
to experience Purple Power.
*W* ,tV.) cdu/hOlTieC:-mir\g
Barteneer Trainees Needed - $250

•1 Spring Break Operator1
our web site for 'he lost deals
www vafiebondfoufs com Cancun
Bahamas, Jamaica, and Florida
Group organUers earn free trips and
cash. Cat today! 1666-2732500

Buy a classified ad and
gel your ad listed on the
Web for FREE!

#1 SprM* BVeak VacatJew! "110*
bast prices! Mexico, Jamaica.
Bahamas. Florida. Texas Book now
and receive free parties and
meals Campus reps wanted!
1*00 234 7007
•ww.e.'vMefeeum marroura.com

(all 568-6127 today!

A -Reality" Spring aVee* 2004 •
Omy with Sunspiash Tours. Lowest
pnees. free meals and parties. Two
free trips lor groups. 1*00426-7710
*ww suntpiathtourt com

PLACE A
CLASSIFIED AD
IS THE BREEZE!

IJftVttMMi

MrlHai aad Sprtwg BJraaw - Ski and
beach trips on sale now! Call
1800 SUNCHASE or go to
www Sunctmt.com today!

S&M for first II) words
$2.80 each add'I Hi.i..i.t«
Block ads are $IO/inefc

Aet Nowl Book 11 people, get
12th trip free. Group discounts for
6*. Call 1800 838 8202 or
www. sorma^wakdrtcounttcom.

SBftng Break 20041 Travel *rth
Beach Lite Vacations! America's
best student tour operator!
Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco.
Bahamas. Florida Sail trips, earn
cash, travel free! Hurry - book nowl
Call 1*00733*347.
www beachimfvacatlons.com

W
Barvieee Domain names.
website design, web hosting, »macl
services and morel Affordable,
quick, and eaeyl
www e»/c hK*domams com

STSTRAVEL.COM

NOTICE
For mure information and stint SWTT
rtjfjrumi; the BMBB]BflS) t 'irurvini
betiaet* opaortuaifecs. coetaci the
Bener Bessam Bsrssu, lac

FREE AIRLINE
TICKET!

438-1300
www.thebreeze.org

Biggest Spring Break Party!
Cruise with 100s of students on
the largest and wildest student
party cruise! Spend 5 days In the
Bahamas from $2791 Includes
most meals, free parties, port
t* i EtNcs Award winning companyl
w.SprtngBreak Travel, c
. Call

AA". studi'ritinpii'ss COmi
Oil NOW: I 800 787.3787

1 800 048 4849
wvnw.slstravel.com

Spring Break ■ \,issau, Ps-acMe
Island. Cancun. Jamaica, and
Acapulco from $489. Air. hotel,
trensfers, parties and morel
Organize small group - earn free
trips plus commissions! Call
l-SOOGET-SUf+l.

www.thebreeze.org

All classified ads must be
submitted in writing. You
may e-mail your ad lo
the_breezeuTjmu.edu

Ads

must be paid in advance by
cash, check. VISA or
MasterCard. All ads are
subject lo Breeze approval.
Call 568-6127 today!

Name:

THEIBREEZE

Address:.
City:

State

-Zip.

Phone number:
For a subscription to The Breeze
simply fill out this coupon and send it to:
The Breeze
James Madison University
MSC6805
Anthony-Seeger Hall
Harrisonburg, VA 22807

Alumni:

Yes

No

Parent of Student:

Yes

No

Subscription:

First Class $80

Bulk Mail $40

Chiropractic...
The Choice For Me

Jason Kucma is a Third-Year student from Medford, NJ. He graduated from
Ithaca College with a Bachelor's Degree in Exercise Physiology concentrating
in Cardiac Rehabilitation
"The only thing that has ever captured my attention was studying the human body
The more I learned in school, the more I needed to know The most logical step
for me was to become a Doctor of Chiropractic so I could truly help people'.

Wins25,000
forgrad school!
LAW

•

■UIIHIII

•

DRADUATI

•

MEDICAL

•

OINtAL

Before making his decision to attend Logan, Jason visited nearly half
of the chiropractic colleges in the United States, logan e in the perfect
location in a safe, reekjenhal area. The Admissions staff are very
fnendfy and helpful and the faculty are excellent'
Logan College offers students an incredible learning environment
blending a rigorous chiropractic program with diverse and active
student population If you are looking for a healthcare career that
otters tremendous personal satisfaction, professional success and
income commensurate with your position as a Doctor of Chiropractic,
contact Logan College of Chiropractic today and explore your future.

Enter to win the Kaplan Gets You In...
And Pays Your Way Sweepstakes!
One lucky person will win $25,000 toward the first year
of law. business, graduate, medical or dental school.
To enter, visit wwrw.kaptMt.com/25k hy October 31, 2003.
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8th Annual Dukes
Homecoming 5K

October 11, 2003
$12 pre-register
$ 15 race Morning
For More Information Contact Bob Golson
(540) 568-8711. golsonrra©jmu.edu
or visit www.Jmu.edu/recreation

University Recreation usss
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C AS
540.442.4800
www.sunchase.net

www.sunchase.net

LIVE at our Fall Leasing Kickoff
OCTOBER 3
4 to 7 p.m
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